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zServer Installation Guide

Introduction
z/Server V2R2 consists of mainframe components which have to be installed in a z/OS environment.

This document is intended for system programmers installing and configuring the z/Server software on
their z/OS host system.

z/Server overview
z/Server supports the execution of mainframe programs called from a client via TCP/IP requests.

Therefore z/Server provides:

• A multi-tasking scheduling server (called scheduler)
• An initialized LE environment
• Automatic code page translation
• Task level security
• XML support
• User servers running an ISPF environment
• Command support
• MVS catalog and dataset access
• JESx access

Technical preview of CEA Launched address space
This release of z/Server lets you start a z/Server user server as CEA-launched TSO address space, as a
technical preview. A CEA-launched TSO address space is comparable to a TSO foreground session.

To use this functionality, the CEA system address space must be configured and running as a full function
address space on the system.

The technical preview requires the JSON support for CEA under z/OS, which is available only from z/OS
1.13 and later.

In the current zServer release, CEA-launched address spaces are only supported under z/OS 1.13.

Program materials
z/Server is distributed as a downloadable product. A link to the electronic distribution internet address is
provided when purchasing or evaluating the product.

The downloadable materials contain the following components:

• z/Server software components (machine-readable material)
• Publications:

• z/Server Installation Guide and Reference (this book)
• z/Server Messages
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Installation requirements

Machine requirements
IBM mainframe model z9 or later is required for installing and using z/Server. z/Server will not install on
earlier hardware models.

Software requirements
An IBM supported operating system z/OS (V1.13 or later) is required, with the following components
installed:

• ISPF
• Binder
• High Level Assembler
• Language Environment
• RACF or an equivalent product
• z/OS Communications Server - IP Services
• IBM REXX Library

To run user applications requested via TCP/IP client calls, there may be additional optional software
requirements depending on the application. Typical optional requirements are:

• IBM Enterprise COBOL for z/OS
• IBM Enterprise PL/I
• IBM DB2 for z/OS

Support for Error Feedback (displaying compiler error messages in an Enterprise Developer error view)
requires the following additional compiler options:

• For COBOL: EXIT(ADEXIT('/N 100 /W 50',TAURTOCX)), ADATA
• For PL/I: XINFO(XML)
• For Assembler: EXIT(ADEXIT(TAURTOAX('/N 100 /W 25'))),ADATA

To compile CICS applications, a compiler supporting the CICS Transaction Server 2.1 or later is required:

• COBOL applications compiled using any of:

• IBM® COBOL for OS/390® &VM, Version 2 Release 2, program number 5648-A25, with APAR
PQ49375 applied.

• IBM Enterprise COBOL for z/OS and OS/390, Version 3 Release 1, program number 5655-G53, and
later COBOL releases.

• PL/I applications compiled using any of:

• IBM VisualAge PL/I for OS/390 Version 2 Release 2.1, program number 5655-B22, with APAR
PQ45562 applied.

• IBM Enterprise PL/I for z/OS and OS/390, Version 3 Release 1, program number 5655-H31, and
later PL/1 releases.

To use the integrated CICS translator for COBOL, you must specify the compiler options CICS, LIB,
NODYNAM, and RENT. To use the integrated CICS translator for PL/I, you must specify the compiler option
SYSTEM(CICS).

To compile DB2 applications, a compiler supporting the DB2 integrated pre-processor is required. It can be
used with DB2 V10 and above with:
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• C/C++ C/C++ (without Debug Tool).
• COBOL Enterprise COBOL for z/OS Version 3 Release 4, program number 5655-G53, or Enterprise

COBOL Version 4 Release 1, program number 5655-S71, or later.
• PL/I Enterprise PL/I for z/OS Version 4 Release 1, program number 5655-W67, or Enterprise PL/I for

z/OS Version 3 Release 7, program number 5655-H31, or later.

This installation guide applies to V2R2U2 of z/Server. For this modification level, you need to run all
address spaces at the same software level. Mixing this level with lower modification levels is not supported.

To run modeled ISPF applications using the AWM client successfully, the Language Environment run-time
option NORTEREUS must be set as a system-wide default. z/Server does not support modeled
applications when RTEREUS (instead of NORTEREUS) is explicitly set in CEEDOPT.

If running z/Server on a z/OS release prior to 1.13, correct behavior is not guaranteed. As a minimum, the
ptfs for PK90754 with all its prerequisites must be applied (Prerequisite inside LE).

Recommended versions of z/Server for Enterprise
Developer
The following table shows the versions of z/Server delivered with the different Enterprise Developer
releases. These are also the recommended version of z/Server to use with a particular Enterprise
Developer release.

Enterprise Developer Version z/Server Version Date Released

2.1 z/Server V2R0M06 and V2R0M07 (including performance
testing)

October 2012

2.1.1 z/Server V2R0M07 April 2013

2.2 z/Server V2R2M00 October 2013

2.2 Update 1 z/Server V2R2M02 May 2014

 

Important: AWM clients can communicate with a more recent version of z/Server than the one
supplied with the version of Enterprise Developer used to create the client.

For example, a client created with Enterprise Developer 2.1.1 client can communicate with a z/Server
delivered with Enterprise Developer 2.2.

However, AWM clients communicating with a version of z/Server older than the one provided with the
version of Enterprise Developer used to create the client is not always supported.

Installation overview
To install z/Server with a minimum of customization, use the following guidelines:

1. Upload z/Server software as an XMIT file and receive all installation datasets.
2. Define the necessary started tasks:

• A z/Server holder address space
• A z/Server scheduler address space with TSOE_U_POLICY=1 (User server as started jobs)
• Optional: An additional z/Server scheduler address space with TSOE_U_POLICY=8 (User server is

CEA-launched TSO address space)
• User server address spaces (STC- or CEA-launched TSO address space)

3. Optional: Define a logon procedure for user servers as CEA-launched TSO address spaces.
4. Before z/Server address spaces can be started, you must customize a minimum configuration:
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• The holder task configuration dataset hlq.ZSERVER.CONFIG(IVPHOLD):

• Specify the SVC number (default 238)
• Specify the data space token (default TAURSERV)
• Specify the overall port range (default 1100-1200)
• Specify the name of the scheduler to be started (default TAURISPF)
• Optional: Specify the name of a second scheduler to be started as CEA scheduler (default

CEASCHED)
• The STC scheduler configuration dataset hlq.ZSERVER.CONFIG(IVPISPFJ):

• Specify the data space token (default TAURSERV)
• Specify the general listener port (default 1111)
• Specify the user server port range (default 1112-1149)
• Verify the name of the IP stack (default TCPIP)
• Specify the name of the user server started tasks (default IVPUSRT)
• Optional: The CEA scheduler configuration dataset hlq.ZSERVER.CONFIG(CEASCHED):

• Specify the data space token (default TAURSERV)
• Specify the general listener port (default 1150)
• Specify the user server port range (default 1151-1199)
• Verify the name of the IP stack (default TCPIP)
• Specify the name of the logton procedure (default CEAPROC)
• Specify the name of the initial command REXX procedure (default ZCEAICMD)

• The STC user server configuration dataset hlq.ZSERVER.CONFIG(IVPUSR):

• Specify the data space token (default TAURSERV)
• Verify the name of the IP stack (default TCPIP)

• Optional: The CEA user server configuration dataset hlq.ZSERVER.CONFIG(CEAUSER):

• Specify the data space token (default TAURSERV)
• Verify the name of the IP stack (default TCPIP)

• The configuration dataset hlq.ZSERVER.CONFIG(IVPACEE) used during startup of user server
address spaces:

• Specify the data space token (default TAURSERV)
5. Start the z/Server holder address space, which in turn will start the scheduler address space(s).
6. Run the installation verification procedure hlq.ZSERVER.JCL(IVPVERI) for both the STC scheduler

and  optionally the CEA scheduler.
7. Edit the master model configuration file hlq.ZSERVER.MASTER:

• Enter a unique system name after “System:” (e.g. LPAR1)
• Customize the dataset names pointing to the models after “Conf:”

Edit the REXX procedure hlq.ZSERVER.EXEC(TAUZCAPP)  and specify the correct name of the master
model configuration file hlq.ZSERVER.MASTER after “sysdsn=”.

Host Installation

Preparing the Installation
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SVC Routine
z/Server requires a type-3 SVC routine for all authorized commands. You need to call this routine
TAURAUTH and reserve a number for it. 238 is the default specified in the configuration files that come with
z/Server.

Dataset Names
Determine a dataset prefix that matches the naming conventions at your company. This publication uses
the prefix hlq.ZSERVER to denote dataset names.

Address spaces
There are three types of address spaces that come with z/Server, all of them started tasks:

• Holder address space
• One or more scheduler address spaces
• One or more user server address spaces per TSO user / Eclipse client.

As with all started tasks, they need an associated user ID.

• Scheduler and holder always use the assigned user ID.
• User servers start out with the assigned user ID, which is then switched to the user ID of the client that

requested execution of some application via TCPIP and started them.

The holder address space administers the port range to be used for the scheduler and the user servers,
but does not use them. The default port range specified in the configuration files that come with z/Server is
1100 to 1200. This port range needs to be opened in the firewall protecting the z/OS host system.

The scheduler address space listens for incoming requests from clients on the port designated as PORT in
the scheduler configuration file. PORT=1111 is set as default. The scheduler assigns ports to different user
servers from the port range defined for that scheduler (TSOE_FIRST_PORT .. TSOE_LAST_PORT).

User servers use the port assigned to them by the scheduler, to listen for incoming requests.

Installation procedure

Upload the software
z/Server is available as an XMIT file. Upload the file install.xmit in binary format to a sequential dataset with
LRECL 80 and BLKSIZE 3120. It is easiest to preallocate the dataset using the batch job below.

Optionally add a valid VOLSER and/or change the UNIT parameter. hlq will be the high level qualifier you
have chosen for the installation. Add a job card before submitting, if necessary.

//ALLOC1 EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 
//FTPALLOC DD DSN=hlq.INSTALL.XMIT, DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),
//            DSORG=PS,RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120, 
//*           VOL=SER=vvvvvv,UNIT=SYSALLDA, 
//            SPACE=(CYL,(30,5))

You can use FTP to upload the file. In the sample dialog below, commands and other information entered
by the user are shown bold:

C:\>ftp mvsipaddr 
Connected to mvsipaddr.
220-FTPD1 IBM FTP CS V1R13 at custom.com, 12:03:32 on 2011-08-02.
220 Connection will close if idle for more than 5 minutes.
User (mvsipaddr:(none)): tsouid 
331 Send password please. 
Password: tsopw 
230 tsouid is logged on. Working directory is "tsouid.". 
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ftp> bin 
200 Representation type is Image 
ftp> put install.xmit 'hlq.install.xmit' 
200 Port request OK. 
125 Storing dataset hlq.INSTALL.XMIT 
250 Transfer completed successfully. 
FTP: 2675840 bytes sent in 37,91 seconds 70,59 KB/sec

Receive the software
Use the TSO RECEIVE command to create the installation dataset from the compressed XMIT dataset. As
noted before, hlq.ZSERVER is assumed to be the installation prefix. 

Enter TSO or Workstation commands 
below:                                        
===> receive indsn('hlq.INSTALL.XMIT')                                    

When prompted, enter:

INMR906A Enter restore parameters or 'DELETE' or 'END' +            
restore dsn('hlq.ZSERVER.XMIT’)                      

You should receive the following messages:

COPY INDD=((SYS00011,R)),OUTDD=SYS00010 
IEB1013I COPYING FROM PDSU  INDD=SYS00011 VOL=ZDSYS1 
DSN=SYS13193.T095517.RA000.userid.R0103870  
IEB1014I           TO PDS  OUTDD=SYS00010 VOL=SMS004 DSN=hlq.ZSERVER.XMIT  
IEB167I FOLLOWING MEMBER(S) LOADED FROM INPUT DATA SET REFERENCED BY 
SYS00011  
IEB154I AUTHLIB  HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY LOADED  
IEB154I CONFIG   HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY LOADED  
IEB154I DATA     HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY LOADED  
IEB154I EXEC     HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY LOADED  
IEB154I IVPRECE  HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY LOADED  
IEB154I JCL      HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY LOADED  
IEB154I LOADLIB  HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY LOADED  
IEB154I MASTER   HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY LOADED 
IEB154I MSGS     HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY LOADED 
IEB154I PANELS   HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY LOADED 
IEB154I REXX     HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY LOADED 
IEB154I SAMPLIB  HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY LOADED 
IEB154I SKELS    HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY LOADED 
IEB154I XML      HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY LOADED 
IEB1098I 14 OF 14 MEMBERS LOADED FROM INPUT DATA SET REFERENCED BY SYS00011 
IEB144I THERE ARE 80 UNUSED TRACKS IN OUTPUT DATA SET REFERENCED BY SYS00010 
IEB149I THERE ARE 5 UNUSED DIRECTORY BLOCKS IN OUTPUT DIRECTORY 
IEB147I END OF JOB - 0 WAS HIGHEST SEVERITY CODE 
INMR001I Restore successful to dataset ' hlq.ZSERVER.XMIT' 

The result is a partitioned dataset with 14 members. Each member except IVPRECE is a dataset in
transmit format. You need to execute TSO RECEIVE commands on the datasets to create the z/Server
datasets.

Member Description Received to

AUTHLIB Load library that needs to be APF
authorized.

hlq.ZSERVER.AUTHLIB

CONFIG Default configuration members. hlq.ZSERVER.CONFIG

DATA XML sample documents. hlq.ZSERVER.DATA

EXEC REXX procedures run as ISPF
applications called from a client via
TCP/IP.

hlq.ZSERVER.EXEC
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Member Description Received to

IVPRECE JCL to receive all other members.

JCL JCL samples. hlq.ZSERVER.JCL

LOADLIB z/Server load library. hlq.ZSERVER.LOADLIB

MASTER Master configuration file. hlq.ZSERVER.MASTER

MSGS ISPF message library belonging to
the ISPF applications in EXEC.

hlq.ZSERVER.MSGS

PANELS ISPF panel library belonging to the
ISPF applications in EXEC.

hlq.ZSERVER.PANELS

REXX z/Server REXX procedures and
REXX samples.

hlq.ZSERVER.REXX

SAMPLIB Sample programs. hlq.ZSERVER.SAMPLIB

SKELS ISPF skeleton library belonging to the
ISPF applications in EXEC.

hlq.ZSERVER.SKELS

XML Sample models (PDS Explorer). hlq.ZSERVER.XML

Member IVPRECE contains a sample batch job to do this:

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01                               
//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                                   
//SYSTSPRT DD   SYSOUT=*                                   
//SYSTSIN  DD   *                                          
RECEIVE  INDSNAME('hlq.ZSERVER.XMIT(AUTHLIB)') NONAMES 
DATASET('hlq.ZSERVER.AUTHLIB')                         
RECEIVE  INDSNAME('hlq.ZSERVER.XMIT(CONFIG)') NONAMES  
DATASET('hlq.ZSERVER.CONFIG')                          
RECEIVE  INDSNAME('hlq.ZSERVER.XMIT(DATA)') NONAMES    
DATASET('hlq.ZSERVER.DATA')                            
RECEIVE  INDSNAME('hlq.ZSERVER.XMIT(EXEC)') NONAMES    
DATASET('hlq.ZSERVER.EXEC')                            
RECEIVE  INDSNAME('hlq.ZSERVER.XMIT(JCL)') NONAMES     
DATASET('hlq.ZSERVER.JCL')                             
RECEIVE  INDSNAME('hlq.ZSERVER.XMIT(LOADLIB)') NONAMES 
DATASET('hlq.ZSERVER.LOADLIB')                         
RECEIVE  INDSNAME('hlq.ZSERVER.XMIT(MSGS)') NONAMES    
DATASET('hlq.ZSERVER.MSGS')                            
RECEIVE  INDSNAME('hlq.ZSERVER.XMIT(PANELS)') NONAMES  
DATASET('hlq.ZSERVER.PANELS')                          
RECEIVE  INDSNAME('hlq.ZSERVER.XMIT(REXX)') NONAMES    
DATASET('hlq.ZSERVER.REXX')                            
RECEIVE  INDSNAME('hlq.ZSERVER.XMIT(SAMPLIB)') NONAMES 
DATASET('hlq.ZSERVER.SAMPLIB')                         
RECEIVE  INDSNAME('hlq.ZSERVER.XMIT(SKELS)') NONAMES   
DATASET('hlq.ZSERVER.SKELS')
RECEIVE  INDSNAME('hlq.ZSERVER.XMIT(MASTER)') NONAMES    
DATASET('hlq.ZSERVER.MASTER') 
RECEIVE  INDSNAME('hlq.ZSERVER.XMIT(XML)') NONAMES    
DATASET('hlq.ZSERVER.XML')                             
/*

Verify that each RECEIVE has been successfully processed, e.g. the SYSTSPRT output from the batch job
should show the following messages ending with “Restore successful”:

RECEIVE  INDSNAME('hlq.ZSERVER.XMIT(AUTHLIB)') 
NONAMES                           
INMR901I Dataset dataset.DDNAME.INFILE from USERID on 
NODENAME                  
INMR154I The incoming dataset is a 'PROGRAM 
LIBRARY'.                           
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INMR906A Enter restore parameters or 'DELETE' or 'END' 
+                         
INMR908A The input file attributes are: DSORG=PARTITIONED, RECFM=U, 
BLKSIZE=4096 
INMR909A You may enter DSNAME, SPACE, UNIT, VOL, OLD/NEW, or RESTORE/COPY/
DELETE 
INMR001I Restore successful to dataset 
'hlq.ZSERVER.AUTHLIB'                    

Steps to activate z/Server
A running z/Server consists of at least two started tasks:

• z/Server holder address space (TAURHLD)
• z/Server STC scheduler address space (TAURISPF)
• Zero or more z/Server STC user server address spaces (xtsouid, with x a configurable prefix and tsouid

the TSO user ID of the client). They are started as IVPUSRT by the scheduler address space
• Optional: z/Server CEA scheduler address space for CEA-launched TSO user address spaces

(TAURCEA)
• Optional: Zero or more CEA-launched TSO user address spaces (TSO user id)

The holder address space TAURHLD provides the necessary infrastructure and user administration control
structures using a common access data space. It is non-swappable. It is also used to start and stop the
scheduler and the user server address spaces.

The scheduler address space provides the requested client services or starts other z/Server user server
address spaces to run a user specific ISPF application. There can be more than one scheduler running
under the umbrella of the same holder address space.

A user server address space is started first to download the master configuration file to the Eclipse client
and whenever the Eclipse client requests a specific REXX exec to be run. Each client can have more than
one user server running for that TSO user ID.

A z/Server scheduler address space for CEA-launched TSO user address spaces (CEA scheduler in short)
provides the services to start a TSO user address space. It is started when the Eclipse client calls the
action “Launch ISPF” from zExplorer’s context menu in Remote Systems View, provided the port specified
in the MVS Explorer settings under “ISPF launcher port” maps the parameter PORT specified in the CEA
scheduler (CEASCHED) configuration.

The CEA-launched TSO user address space runs like any TSO address space under the user id of the
connected user. The client communicates with this address space using the CEA scheduler and a z/OS
USS message queue.

Define Started Tasks to z/OS

Define started tasks to RACF and ACF2

Each of the started tasks needs to be defined to the security product. We recommend that you run all z/
Server STCs using the same ID. Work done for the client is run using the TSO user ID credentials of the
client (task level security). All user IDs to be used with z/Server need a valid OMVS segment (required by
TCP/IP).

READ access to the z/Server datasets is needed.

Depending on your installation, there may be more authorization needed (see User authorizations).

Assuming that RACF is the security product, the definitions could look like this:

AU usrname DATA('z/SERVER Userid') NOPASSWORD DFLTGRP(grpname) OWNER(grpname) 
OMVS(AUTOUID HOME('/u/usrname'))  
     
     
ALU usrname NOPASSPHRASE 
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RDEF STARTED TAURHLD.* STDATA(USER(usrname)) OWNER(grpname) 
RDEF STARTED TAURISPF.* STDATA(USER(usrname)) OWNER(grpname) 
RDEF STARTED IVPUSRT.* STDATA(USER(usrname)) OWNER(grpname) 
SETR RACLIST(STARTED) REFRESH
ADDSD 'hlq.ZSERVER.**' OWNER(grpname) UACC(NONE) 
PE 'hlq.ZSERVER.**' ACCESS(READ) CLASS(DATASET) ID(usrname)

The RACF definitions for a CEA scheduler could look like this:

RDEFINE TSOPROC CEAPROC OWNER(SYS1) UACC(NONE) 
PE CEAPROC CLASS(TSOPROC) ACCESS(READ) ID(all-required-groups)  
SETROPTS RACLIST(TSOPROC) REFRESH

If ACF2 is the security product, to allow READ access to the z/Server datasets, the equivalent definitions
for class STARTED could look like this:

SET CONTROL(GSO)
INSERT STC.TAURHLD  LOGONID(usrname)
INSERT STC.TAURISPF LOGONID(usrname)
INSERT STC.IVPUSRT  LOGONID(usrname)  STCID(********) 
F ACF2,REFRESH(ALL)

The holder address space administers the port range to be used for the scheduler and the user servers,
but does not use them. The default port range specified in the configuration files that come with z/Server is
1100 to 1200. This port range needs to be opened in the firewall protecting the z/OS host system.

The scheduler address space listens for incoming requests from clients on the port designated as PORT in
the scheduler configuration file. PORT=1111 is set as default. The scheduler assigns ports to different user
servers from the port range defined for that scheduler (TSOE_FIRST_PORT .. TSOE_LAST_PORT).

Since the holder address space starts and stops the scheduler and stops user servers, and the scheduler
address space starts and stops user servers, the associated user ID needs the appropriate access rights in
the OPERCMDS class to these system commands.

Add started tasks to Start Up/Shut down procedures

Either add start commands for the servers to your parmlib concatenation (e.g.
SYS1.PARMLIB(COMMANDxx)) to start them automatically at the next IPL, or define the new started tasks
to your automation product. Once the address spaces are defined and configured, they can be started
dynamically with the following console command:

S TAURHLD

The holder address space TAURHLD will automatically start the configured scheduler address space(s).
TAURHLD is dependent on the availability of the TCP/IP stack configured for use.

The started tasks are stopped using the STOP command.

P TAURHLD

The holder address space TAURHLD will automatically terminate all address spaces using its services.
That means that the holder first terminates all user servers that are still running and then all scheduler
address spaces.

User servers cannot be started manually. They will detect that they were not started by a scheduler
address space and terminate accordingly. Scheduler address spaces can be started and stopped
manually, but we don’t recommend this. Keep in mind that they need infrastructure services from the holder
address space, and if a scheduler address space is stopped manually, it is the installation's responsibility to
make sure that there are no orphaned user servers that were started by this scheduler and depend on it.

Note: TAURISPF must be stopped before TAURHLD. To ensure that no user servers are orphaned,
either set TSOE_CLEANUP in hlq.ZSERVER.CONFIG(IVPISPFJ) or issue the appropriate stop
command before stopping TAURISPF. Setting TSOE_CLEANUP requires a defined pattern for
TSOE_JOBSEARCH.
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APF authorizations

The dataset hlq.ZSERVER.AUTHLIB must be APF authorized in the PARMLIB concatenation (e.g. 
SYS1.PARMLIB(PROGxx)).

Note: APF authorizations can be set dynamically with the following console command:

SETPROG APF,ADD,DSN=hlq.ZSERVER.AUTHLIB,SMS 

or, if it is not an SMS managed dataset:

SETPROG APF,ADD,DSN=hlq.ZSERVER.AUTHLIB,VOL=volser

Define started tasks to WLM

As a server, the importance of the holder address space TAURHLD should be set below TCPIP but above
the scheduler address space TAURISPF. This setting comes into play when TAURHLD starts up and
terminates or when commands are executed against the holder address space.

The scheduler and the user server address spaces should have the same importance, with the user
servers classified like any TSO user address space using the response time goal of TSO. All transactions
executing within scheduler and user server are TSO transactions.

Keep in mind that these address spaces are STCs, so the classification must be done under the STC
subsystem.

Customizing the holder address space TAURHLD

The holder address space administers the port range to be used for the scheduler and the user servers,
but does not use them. The default port range specified in the configuration files that come with z/Server is
1100 to 1200. This port range needs to be opened in the firewall protecting the z/OS host system.

The holder address space TAURHLD is used to install the SVC routine and to set up a common access
data space that contains user administration control structures needed for communication.

The type 3 SVC routine is installed whenever the address space starts, and is deleted from the system
SVC table when it is stopped.

Customize the sample hlq.ZSERVER.JCL(IVPHOLD) and copy it to the PROCLIB concatenation.

Verify and customize the high level qualifier defined for TAURHLQ:

//TAURHOLD PROC  
//TAURHLQ  SET  TAURHLQ=hlq.ZSERVER 
//*-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
//*- RUN ZSERVER HOLDER TASK                                       -* 
//*-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
//TAURHOLD EXEC PGM=TAURHOLD,TIME=NOLIMIT  
//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..AUTHLIB  
//SYSEXEC  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..REXX  
//CONFIG   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..CONFIG(IVPHOLD) 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*  
//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*  
//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*  
//DSPPRT   DD SYSOUT=*,LRECL=255  
//SYSTSIN  DD DUMMY 

Change the assigned SVC number and the data space parameters in the configuration file
hlq.ZSERVER.CONFIG(IVPHOLD) (shown bold below).

If you are running multiple z/Server instances, the data space name can remain identical. However,
DSP_TOKEN must be different from any other token used by any other holder task. Make sure that the
MAXCADS definition in the IEASYSxx member of the parmlib concatenation specifies a sufficiently high
value to allow for the creation of that common access data space. Use the z/OS health checker to see how
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many common access data spaces are in use. If the value is too low, the data space creation will fail. The
value in IEASYSxx can only be increased via IPL.

Dsp_Name     = 'TAURSERV';             /* Name of data space          */ 
Dsp_Size     =  20;                    /* Size of data space in blocks*/ 
Dsp_Token    = 'TAURSERV';             /* Token name for data space   */ 
Dsp_Port_Low =  1100;                  /* lowest port                 */ 
Dsp_Port_High=  1200;                  /* highest port                */ 
Dsp_Max_Serv =  5;                     /* max. no. of schedulers      */ 
SVC_NO       =  238;                   /* Svc number                  */ 
SVC_PGM      = 'TAURAUTH';             /* SVC module name             */ 
Add_Server   = 'Yes';                  /* YES or NO                   */ 
Server.1     = 'TAURISPF'              /* Scheduler name 1            */

The last two lines’ parameters instruct the holder address space to start the scheduler address space
named TAURISPF. If the installation uses different names, then SERVER.1 needs to be changed to the
correct name. We strongly encourage you to use this method of starting and stopping z/Server to avoid
orphaned address spaces.

For a complete overview of all possible parameters for a holder address space see Holder Configuration.

Do not start the holder address space before you have also configured the scheduler address space, since
the holder will automatically start the scheduler too, unless you set ADD_SERVER to NO.

Example starting the Holder Task:

S TAURHLD

In addition to the regular JESx DD statements, the job log of a running holder address space contains the
DD names MAINTASK and SYSTSPRNT.

DD SYSTSPRT contains the results of the analysis of the configuration file:

DSC0099 I Config of zServer Holder-Task started  
DSC0099 I Config of zServer Holder-Task ended with RC 0

DD MAINTASK shows if the data space was created correctly and the SVC routine installed. The holder
address space TAURHLD initializes correctly when HLD0002I is the last message.

HLD0001I  17:35:08.989 zServer holder task V2R2M02  
startup                    
HLD0009I  17:35:09.098 TSO-Environment successful 
created                      
                       A(Comand-Processor-Parameter-List) : 
008D1CD0           
HLD0069I  17:35:09.208 Holder-Task 
configuration                               
                       Size data space specified....:     20      Blocks 
                       Size data space required.....:     17      Blocks 
                       Delay in seconds.............:      5             
                       Trace level..................:      0             
                       Modify limit.................:     10             
                       Size RESTAB in blocks........:     10             
                       Max. # of entries in RESTAB..:    320             
HLD0018I ----------------------------------------------------------------
         Installing User-SVC 
0238                                              
         ----------------------------------------------------------------
HLD0019I  17:35:09.218 User-SVC 0238 successfully 
installed.                   
                       Pgm : TAURAUTH EpAddr : 
9CB71820                        
HLD0021I ----------------------------------------------------------------
         Creating Common-Dataspace 
TAURSERV                                    
         ----------------------------------------------------------------
HLD0003I  17:35:09.219 Creating 
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Dataspace                                      
                       Dataspace-Name    :  
TAURSERV                           
                       Dataspace-Size    :            20 
Blocks                
                       Dataspace-StgKey  :  
90                                 
HLD0025I  17:35:09.219 Function Create Dataspace     ended 
successful          
HLD0025I  17:35:09.219 Function Create Alet          ended 
successful          
HLD0025I  17:35:09.220 Function Create Name/Token    ended 
successful          
HLD0004I  17:35:09.220 Writing Name/Token-Pair 
TAURSERV                        
                       DSPALET    :  
01FF001B                                  
                       DSPORIGIN  :  
00000000                                  
                       DSPBLOCK   :  
0000001E                                  
                       DSPFLAGS   :  
00000000                                  
HLD0033I  17:35:09.221 Server 
Information                                      
                       Lowest  port over all Servers   :         1100  
                       Highest port over all Servers   :         1200       
                       Maximum numbers of    Servers   :            5       
HLD0035I  17:35:09.221 Initialising dataspace for User-Administration       
HLD0048I ----------------------------------------------------------------
         Starting Server                                                    
         ----------------------------------------------------------------
HLD0049I  17:35:09.224 Starting server TAURISPF                             
HLD0002I  17:35:09.244 zServer holder task ready for Commands

Customizing an STC scheduler address space TAURISPF (TSOE_U_POLICY=1)

The z/Server scheduler task TAURISPF is responsible for the communication with a client and listens for
incoming client requests on the port designated as PORT in the scheduler configuration file. PORT=1111 is
set as default. It starts user servers as needed and routes some of the incoming work to the appropriate
user server address space. It is essentially a batch TSO address space.

Customize the sample hlq.ZSERVER.JCL(IVPISPFJ) and copy it to the PROCLIB concatenation.

Verify and customize the high level qualifier defined for TAURHLQ:

//TAURISPF PROC  
//TAURHLQ  SET  TAURHLQ=hlq.ZSERVER                     
//IVPISPF  EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,PARM='TAURIP',             
//       DYNAMNBR=200,REGION=0M,TIME=NOLIMIT            
//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..LOADLIB           
//*SYSABEND DD  SYSOUT=*,DSN=&&SYSUDUMP                 
//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*,DSN=&&SYSUDUMP                 
//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*,DSN=&&SYSPRINT                 
//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*,DSN=&&SYSTSPRT                 
//ZCOTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*,DSN=&&SYSTSPRT                 
//SYSTSIN  DD  DUMMY                                   
//ZCOTSIN  DD  DUMMY                                   
//IPCONFIG DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..CONFIG(IVPISPFJ) 
//READER   DD  SYSOUT=(*,INTRDR)                       
//SYSEXEC  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..REXX             
//*MAILHDR  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..SAMPLIB(IVPMHDR)

DD statement IPCONFIG names the configuration dataset used to configure the behavior of the scheduler
address space. Customize it before attempting to start the scheduler task.
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DD statement MAILHDR names the sample dataset from which to copy the pattern for email notification
addressees if email notification is configured. Email notification is intended to send an email to predefined
recipients in case of an error situation. It requires that an SMTP server is available which forwards the
generated emails.

Change the necessary parameters in the configuration file hlq.ZSERVER.CONFIG(IVPISPFJ) (shown bold
below):

LICENCE_KEY=????????????????-????????????????-????????????????
BUFFERSIZE=10
BUFFERUNIT=M
CCSID=37
DMPONAPI=0                                                          
IPNAME=TCPIP
PORT=1111
IPTRACE=0
LIMITED_SERVER=1
DIALOG_TIMEOUT=45
MULTI_REXX=1
NUMTCB=5
NOFTASK=WM
PORTCHECK=1
TSOE_SCHEDULER=1
TSOE_DSP_TOKEN=TAURSERV
TSOE_FIRST_PORT=1112
TSOE_LAST_PORT=1149
TSOE_CLEANUP=0
TSOE_JOBPREFIX=W
TSOE_JOBSEARCH=CHGME
TSOE_MAXUSRV=5
TSOE_MSGCLASS=X
TSOE_NOTIFY=N
TSOE_SJOB_NAME=IVPUSRT
MAIL_WRITER=SMTP
MAIL_CLASS=F
MAIL_NOTIFY=0
MAIL_SEVERITY=2
ISPF_STATS=N

No comments are allowed in this configuration dataset.

The value of LICENSE_KEY is preconfigured and you do not need to change it.

Parameter IPNAME specifies the name of the IP stack used for communication.

Parameter PORT names the IP port that the scheduler listens on for incoming work requests. It must be
covered by the port range defined by the holder address space.

Parameters TSOE_FIRST_PORT and TSOE_LAST_PORT are the port range to be used for user servers.
In the sample above, 39 user servers can be started simultaneously. Each user server will have a different
port. These ports must be in same range that the associated holder address space has defined.

Parameter TSOE_SJOB_NAME is the name of the procedure JCL that the scheduler address space uses
to issue a start command for the user server address spaces.

TSOE_DSP_TOKEN must be identical to DSP_TOKENin the configuration dataset of the associated
holder address space.

If you have uncommented MAILHDR in the scheduler procedure, then set MAIL_NOTIFY to 1 if you want to
use the email function.

For a complete overview of all possible parameters for a scheduler (and user server) address space see
Scheduler and user server configuration.

If a CEA scheduler is not required, the holder address space can be started at this point. It in turn will start
the scheduler address space. If you want to control startup and shutdown manually, the holder task should
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already be started, so you can now start the scheduler task from an operator console with the start
command. Note that this function will be removed in a future release.

S TAURISPF

In addition to the regular JESx DD statements and SYSTSPRT/ZCOTSPRT, the job log of a running
scheduler address space should contain the following DD names:

DD Name Function

MAINTASK (LE) Messages from MAINTASK

LISTENER (LE) Listener for client requests

CMDTASK (LE) Messages from CMDTASK; contains command
output

SRVTASK (LE) Messages from SRVTASK

MSGTASK (LE) Task to queue messages to a USS message queue

T000000x, x=1..NUMTCB (LE) Messages from T000000x, the worker tasks

MAILBOX If email notification is configured

Quite a few messages reference these DD statements as 'LE message files'.

A scheduler address space has started successfully when the hardcopy log shows:

+TAU0067I  zServer startup completed for TAURISPF  for JESx and ASID nnnn

Customizing a user server address space IVPUSRT

A z/Server STC user server IVPUSRT is started by the scheduler address space to execute REXX execs
or ISPF applications. It is essentially a two-step batch TSO address space. The first step executes under
the general z/Server user ID and switches the security environment to the user ID of the client that had
requested the user server to be started. The second step (the actual batch TSO address space) then uses
this specific TSO user ID.

Customize the sample hlq.ZSERVER.JCL(IVPUSRT) and copy it to the PROCLIB concatenation.

Verify the settings for the high level qualifiers TAURHLQ and ISPFHLQ. Make sure that the SDSF high level
qualifier is ISF. Similar to a logon procedure, add all required libraries for panels, messages, REXX execs
etc. that are necessary to run the user’s required ISPF applications.

The initial REXX procedure IVPINIT1 must be located in the z/Server REXX dataset. This REXX exec
should be customized by the installation to fit the installation's needs (see Optional customization).

Note: The dataset hlq.ZSERVER.REXX has to be allocated using DDNAME SYSEXEC (not
SYSPROC).

//TAURHLQ  SET TAURHLQ=HLQ.ZSERVER 
//ISPFHLQ  SET ISPFHLQ=ISP 
//********************************************************************* 
//*    START TSO/E-ISPF-SESSION AS STARTED JOB 
//********************************************************************* 
//*  SET ACEE FOR USER 
//********************************************************************* 
//TAURSJOB EXEC PGM=TAURSJOB 
//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..LOADLIB 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 
//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=* 
//IPCONFIG DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..CONFIG(IVPACEE) 
//********************************************************************* 
//*    START TSO/E-ISPF-SESSION BATCH 
//********************************************************************* 
//IVPISPF  EXEC PGM=IKJEFT1B,PARM='%IVPINIT1', 
//            DYNAMNBR=200,REGION=0M,TIME=NOLIMIT,COND=(4,LT) 
//STEPLIB  DD DSN=&TAURHLQ..LOADLIB,DISP=SHR 
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//IPCONFIG DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..CONFIG(IVPUSR) 
//SYSEXEC  DD DSN=&TAURHLQ..EXEC,DISP=SHR 
//         DD DSN=&TAURHLQ..REXX,DISP=SHR 
//ISPPLIB  DD DSN=&TAURHLQ..PANELS,DISP=SHR 
//         DD DSN=&ISPFHLQ..SISPPENU,DISP=SHR 
//         DD DSN=ISF.SISFPLIB,DISP=SHR 
//ISPSLIB  DD DSN=&TAURHLQ..SKELS,DISP=SHR 
//         DD DSN=&ISPFHLQ..SISPSENU,DISP=SHR 
//         DD DSN=ISF.SISFSLIB,DISP=SHR 
//ISPMLIB  DD DSN=&ISPFHLQ..SISPMENU,DISP=SHR 
//         DD DSN=ISF.SISFMLIB,DISP=SHR 
//ISPTLIB  DD DSN=&&SPFTLIB,DISP=(NEW,PASS),SPACE=(TRK,(3,3,3)), 
//            DCB=&ISPFHLQ..SISPTENU,UNIT=VIO 
//         DD DSN=&ISPFHLQ..SISPTENU,DISP=SHR 
//         DD DSN=ISF.SISFTLIB,DISP=SHR 
//ISPCTL0  DD DSN=&&ISPCTL0,DISP=(NEW,PASS),SPACE=(TRK,(3,3)), 
//            UNIT=VIO,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80) 
//ISPCTL1  DD DSN=&&ISPCTL1,DISP=(NEW,PASS),SPACE=(TRK,(3,3)), 
//            UNIT=VIO,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80) 
//ISPCTL2  DD DSN=&&ISPCTL2,DISP=(NEW,PASS),SPACE=(TRK,(3,3)), 
//            UNIT=VIO,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80) 
//ISPWRK0  DD DSN=&&ISPWRK0,DISP=(NEW,PASS),SPACE=(TRK,(3,3)), 
//            UNIT=VIO,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=256) 
//ISPWRK1  DD DSN=&&ISPWRK1,DISP=(NEW,PASS),SPACE=(TRK,(3,3)), 
//            UNIT=VIO,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=256) 
//ISPWRK2  DD DSN=&&ISPWRK2,DISP=(NEW,PASS),SPACE=(TRK,(3,3)), 
//            UNIT=VIO,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=256) 
//ISPLST1  DD DSN=&&ISPLST1,DISP=(NEW,PASS),SPACE=(TRK,(3,3)), 
//            UNIT=VIO,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=121) 
//ISPLST2  DD DSN=&&ISPLST2,DISP=(NEW,PASS),SPACE=(TRK,(3,3)), 
//            UNIT=VIO,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=121) 
//ISPLOG   DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=VA,LRECL=125) 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 
//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=* 
//ZCOTSPRT DD SYSOUT=* 
//SYSTSIN  DD DUMMY 
//ZCOTSIN  DD DUMMY 
//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=* 
//CEEAPI03 DD SYSOUT=* 
//CEEREX30 DD SYSOUT=* 
//ISPDPTRC DD SYSOUT=*

Each step has its own configuration dataset, IVPACEE and IVPUSR.

Change the necessary parameters in the configuration file hlq.ZSERVER.CONFIG(IVPACEE) (shown in
bold below):

TSOE_DSP_TOKEN=TAURSERV 
IPTRACE=0         

TSOE_DSP_TOKEN must be identical to DSP_TOKEN in the configuration dataset of the associated
holder address space.

Change the necessary parameters in the configuration file hlq.ZSERVER.CONFIG(IVPUSR) (shown in
bold below):

LICENCE_KEY=????????????????-????????????????-???????????????? 
TSOE_DSP_TOKEN=TAURSERV 
BUFFERSIZE=10 
BUFFERUNIT=M 
IPNAME=TCPIP 
CCSID=37 
IPTRACE=0 
MULTI_REXX=2 
NUMTCB=1 
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NOFTASK=WM 
ROUTE_ONLY=0 
DIALOG_TIMEOUT=3600 
TIMEOUT=20

No comments are allowed in this configuration dataset.

The value of LICENSE_KEY is preconfigured and you do not need to change it.

Parameter IPNAME specifies the name of the IP stack used for communication.

TSOE_DSP_TOKEN must be identical to DSP_TOKEN in the configuration dataset of the associated
holder address space.

For a complete overview of all possible parameters for a user server (and scheduler) address space, see
Scheduler and user server configuration.

Optional: Customizing a CEA scheduler address space CEASCHED (TSOE_U_POLICY=8)

A z/Server CEA scheduler task CEASCHED provides the services to start and communicate with a CEA-
launched TSO user address space. The communication is handled using a z/OS USS message queue.

Customize the sample hlq.ZSERVER.JCL(CEASCHED) and copy it to the PROCLIB concatenation.

Verify and customize the high level qualifier defined for TAURHLQ:

//TAURCEA  PROC 
//TAURHLQ  SET  TAURHLQ=HLQ.ZSERVER 
//IVPISPF  EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,PARM='TAURIP', 
//       DYNAMNBR=200,REGION=0M,TIME=NOLIMIT 
//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..LOADLIB 
//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*,DSN=&&SYSPRINT 
//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*,DSN=&&SYSTSPRT 
//ZCOTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*,DSN=&&SYSTSPRT 
//ZCOTSIN  DD  DUMMY 
//SYSTSIN  DD  DUMMY 
//IPCONFIG DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..CONFIG(CEASCHED) 
//READER   DD  SYSOUT=(*,INTRDR) 
//SYSEXEC  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..EXEC 
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..REXX

 

DD statement IPCONFIG names the configuration dataset used to configure the behavior of the scheduler
address space. Customize it before attempting to start the CEA scheduler task.

Change the necessary parameters in the configuration file hlq.ZSERVER.CONFIG(CEASCHED).

LICENCE_KEY=????????????????-????????????????-???????????????? 
BUFFERSIZE=10 
BUFFERUNIT=M 
CCSID=037 
CEA_LOGONPROC=CEAPROC 
CEA_ACCOUNT=ACCT# 
CEA_INIT_CMD=ZCEAICMD 
IPNAME=TCPIP 
IPTRACE=0 
LIMITED_SERVER=1 
MULTI_REXX=1 
NUMTCB=5 
NOFTASK=M 
PORT=1150 
PORTCHECK=1 
TSOE_CLEANUP=0 
TSOE_DSP_TOKEN=TAURSERV 
TSOE_FIRST_PORT=1151 
TSOE_LAST_PORT=1199 
TSOE_JOBPREFIX=W 
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TSOE_JOBSEARCH=CHGME 
TSOE_MAXUSRV=48 
TSOE_MSGCLASS=X 
TSOE_NOTIFY=N 
TSOE_SCHEDULER=1 
TSOE_SJOB_NAME=IVPUSRT 
TSOE_U_POLICY=8 
SERVICE_WAIT=900

No comments are allowed in this configuration dataset.

The value of LICENSE_KEY is preconfigured and you do not need to change it.

Parameter CEA_LOGONPROC points to the logon procedure to be used when a CEA-launched TSO user
address space is started. See Optional: Customizing a CEA-Launched TSO user address space
(CEAPROC) for information on how to configure this logon procedure.

Parameter CEA_ACCOUNT must be set to a valid accounting number that all TSO users that will use this
scheduler have access to. The accounting number used must be defined in general resource class
ACCTNUM. All TSO users that will access services of this scheduler must share this accounting number.

Parameter IPNAME specifies the name of the IP stack used for communication.

Parameter PORT names the IP port that the scheduler listens on for incoming work requests. It must be
covered by the port range defined by the holder address space.

Parameters TSOE_FIRST_PORT and TSOE_LAST_PORT are the port range to be used for user servers.
In the sample above, 49 TSO address spaces can be started simultaneously, each address space will use
a different port. These ports must be in the same range that the associated holder address space has
defined.

Note that IBM imposes a technical limit: up to ten CEA-launched TSO user address spaces can be started
for the same TSO user and up to 50 CEA-launched TSO user address spaces can be started in any z/OS
lpar. This limit includes TSO address spaces used by z/OSMF, for instance.

TSOE_DSP_TOKEN must be identical to DSP_TOKEN in the configuration dataset of the associated
holder address space.

If you have uncommented MAILHDR in the scheduler procedure, then set MAIL_NOTIFY to 1 if you want to
use the email function.

For a complete overview of all possible parameters for a scheduler (and user server) address space, see
Scheduler and user server configuration.

After the configuration of the CEA scheduler address space is complete, a reference to this scheduler must
be added to the configuration of the corresponding z/Server holder task so that the CEA scheduler always
starts with the start of the holder task.

Server.2     = 'CEASCHED'              /* CEA Scheduler name           */

Optional: Customizing a CEA-Launched TSO user address space (CEAPROC)

A z/Server user server started as a CEA-launched TSO user address space CEAPROC is started by the z/
Server CEA scheduler address space. It behaves like a foreground TSO address space running with the
TSO user ID of the client user who requested the start of the user server. Terminal input and screen output
is read from and written to the associated USS message queue.

Customize the sample hlq.ZSERVER.JCL(CEAPROC) and copy it to the PROCLIB concatenation.

Verify the setting for the high level qualifier TAURHLQ. Make sure that the ISPF high level qualifier is ISP
and the SDSF high level qualifier is ISF. Similar to a logon procedure, add all required libraries for panels,
messages, REXX execs etc. that are necessary to run the user’s required ISPF applications.

The REXX logon procedure CEALOGON must be located in the z/Server REXX dataset.
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Note: The dataset hlq.ZSERVER.REXX has to be allocated using DDNAME SYSEXEC (not
SYSPROC).

//CEAPROC  EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=175,PARM='%CEALOGON',TIME=120 
//TAURHLQ  SET  TAURHLQ=HLQ.ZSERVER
//******************************************************************** 
//* Z/SERVER 
//********************************************************************* 
//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..LOADLIB 
//IPCONFIG DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..CONFIG(CEAUSER) 
//CEEREX30 DD SYSOUT=* 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 
//CEATSPRT DD SYSOUT=* 
//ZCOTSPRT DD TERM=TS 
//ZCOTSIN  DD TERM=TS 
//READER   DD  SYSOUT=(*,INTRDR) 
//MAINTASK DD SYSOUT=* 
//T0000001 DD SYSOUT=* 
//CMDTASK  DD SYSOUT=* 
//SRVTASK  DD SYSOUT=* 
//CEATASK  DD SYSOUT=* 
//CEAISPF  DD SYSOUT=* 
//LISTENER DD  SYSOUT=* 
//********************************************************************* 
//*      ADD YOUR OWN LOGON PROCEDURE HERE 
//*      BUT KEEP ALL &TAURHLQ DATA SETS IN THE RIGHT PLACES 
//********************************************************************* 
//SYSUADS  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.UADS 
//SYSLBC   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.BRODCAST 
//SYSPROC  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISP.SISPCLIB 
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.SBLSCLI0 
//SYSEXEC  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..EXEC 
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..REXX 
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISP.SISPEXEC 
//SYSHELP  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.HELP 
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISP.SISPHELP 
//ISPMLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISP.SISPMENU 
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.SBLSMSG0 
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISF.SISFMLIB 
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..MSGS 
//ISPEXEC  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISP.SISPEXEC 
//ISPLLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..LOADLIB 
//ISPPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISP.SISPPENU 
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..PANELS 
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.SBLSPNL0 
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISF.SISFPLIB 
//ISPSLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..SKELS 
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISP.SISPSLIB 
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISP.SISPSENU 
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISF.SISFSLIB 
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.SBLSKEL0 
//ISPTLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISP.SISPTENU 
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.SBLSTBL0 
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ISF.SISFTLIB 
//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.SMP.OTABLES 
//ISPCTL1  DD  DISP=NEW,UNIT=SYSALLDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)), 
//             DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800,RECFM=FB) 
//ISPCTL2  DD  DISP=NEW,UNIT=SYSALLDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)), 
//             DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800,RECFM=FB) 
//ISPLST1  DD  DISP=NEW,UNIT=SYSALLDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)), 
//             DCB=(LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=1210,RECFM=FBA) 
//ISPLST2  DD  DISP=NEW,UNIT=SYSALLDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)), 
//             DCB=(LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=1210,RECFM=FBA) 
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//SDSFMENU DD  DSN=ISF.SISFPLIB,DISP=SHR 
//ISPTABL  DD  DSN=SYS1.SMP.OTABLES,DISP=SHR

Change the necessary parameters in the configuration file hlq.ZSERVER.CONFIG(CEAUSER):

LICENCE_KEY=????????????????-????????????????-???????????????? 
TSOE_DSP_TOKEN=TAURSERV 
IPNAME=TCPIP 
BUFFERSIZE=10 
BUFFERUNIT=M 
DIALOG_TIMEOUT=120 
IPTRACE=0 
MULTI_REXX=2 
NOFTASK=M 
NUMTCB=1

No comments are allowed in this configuration dataset.

The value of LICENSE_KEY is preconfigured and you do not need to change it.

Parameter IPNAME specifies the name of the IP stack used for communication.

TSOE_DSP_TOKEN must be identical to DSP_TOKEN in the configuration dataset of the associated
holder address space.

For a complete overview of all possible parameters for a user server (and scheduler) address space, see
Scheduler and user server configuration.

Customizing GTF tracing

If SupportLine asks for a GTF trace of z/Server and your installation doesn't have its own customized
procedure, then customize the hlq.ZSERVER.JCL(IVPGTF) and copy it to the PROCLIB concatenation. z/
Server writes GTF trace user records with number 3E8.

//TAUGTF   PROC M=IVPGTF,  
//             CYL=100,  
//             PROG=AHLGTF  
//IEFPROC EXEC PGM=&PROG, 
//             PARM='MODE=EXT,DEBUG=NO,TIME=YES,NOPROMPT',  
//             REGION=0M  
//IEFRDER DD   DSNAME=HLQ.GTFTRACE.&M..D&LYYMMDD..T&LHHMMSS,  
//             SPACE=(CYL,(&CYL),,CONTIG),  
//             RECFM=VB,  
//             DISP=(NEW,CATLG)  
//SYSLIB  DD   DSNAME=HLQ.ZSERVER.DATA(&M),DISP=SHR

Make sure that the IEFRDER dataset can be allocated without RACF errors.

Activation of GTF for user record 3E8 alters the way z/Server writes messages. There is no need to set a
specific trace level; all events are now traced. The trace output is written to a GTF trace dataset, no longer
to the JESx job log. Also, not all messages from trace level 0 will appear in the JESx job log.

Note: If more than one z/Server is running, starting GTF trace for user record 3E8 will automatically
set the trace level to full tracing for all servers that are running. To avoid JESx spool problems, the
trace level of the unaffected address spaces should be reduced to the desired value x using the
operator command

F <holder|scheduler|userserver>,TRACE,LEVEL=x

User authorizations
As stated above, all users need an OMVS segment for TCPIP to work correctly. In addition, the scheduler
task and the holder task must be authorized in class OPERCMDS to issue the following operator
commands:
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Function/Configuration Parameter Type Command

START/STOP/CANCEL MVS command START <scheduler>

START <userserver>

STOP <scheduler>

STOP <userserver>

CANCEL <scheduler>

CANCEL <userserver>

PORTCHECK=1 (Port check function) MVS command DISPLAY TCPIP

TSOE_CLEANUP=1 JESx command JES2: $C

JES3: *F

Note: If the configuration parameters listed above are not in use (which means they are set to 0), the
appropriate commands are not executed and do not need to be authorized.

If the JESSPOOL RACF class is active, a RACF general resource profile of the following format must be
defined for each user:

<NODENAME>.<STCUSR>.<USERSERVER>.**

where:

<NODENAME> is the installation’s node name

<STCUSR> is the started task user ID of the user server

<USERSERVER> is the job name of the user server (TSO user ID plus TSOE_JOBPREFIX)

Every TSO user must have UPDATE access to this profile allowing every TSO user to allocate spool
datasets that begin with a high level qualifier equal to the STC user ID.

Example: Assuming the node id is NODE, the user ID of the z/Server started tasks is TAUUSR,
TSOE_JOBPREFIX is Z, and the user ID is USR123, then the RACF general resource profile should be
defined as follows:

NODE.TAUUSR.ZUSR123.**

If the installation protects the use of Extended MCS consoles, then every scheduler address space must
be authorized to activate an EMCS console. The naming convention for these consoles is aaaaxxxx with
aaaa the first to fourth character of the system name and xxxx the address space ID of the address space
establishing the EMCS console in hexadecimal notation.

Enable model configuration
Using an Eclipse client, ISPF applications can be modeled. For more information, see Attaching ISPF tools
in the Workflow Manager Configuration Guide. To enable modeling, the master configuration dataset
hlq.ZSERVER.MASTER must be customized:

******************************************************** 
* System and Application Workflow Model Definitions      
* Do not change the key words:                           
*    System:                                             
*    Appl:                                               
*    Conf:                                               
*    Version:                                            
*    INFO:                                               
*    User:                                               
*                                                        
* Enter an unique logical name for this mainframe system 
*                                                        
System: XXXXXXXXXX                                       
*                                                        
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* PDS EXPLORER EXAMPLE APPLICATION                       
*                                                        
User:                                                    
* application name                                       
Appl: PDS Explorer                                       
* location of the application configuration file         
Conf: mvs:'hlq.ZSERVER.XML(PDSECONF)'                    
* application version number                             
Version: 1.4                                             
* process information                                    
INFO:                                                    
* end of application definition. do not delete this line 
EndAppl:                                                 
EndUser:                                                 
*                                                        
* AWM dialog sample application                       
*                                                        
User:                                                    
* application name                                       
Appl: ISPF Dialogs                                       
* location of the application configuration file         
Conf: MVS:'hlq.zserver.XML(TAUDIALG)'                    
* application version number                             
Version: 1.4                                             
* process information                                    
INFO:                                                    
* end of application definition. do not delete this line 
EndAppl:                                                 
EndUser:                                                

Specify a system name after "System:", i.e. LPAR1. Replace every occurrence of hlq.zserver after "Conf:"
with the high level qualifier chosen for the installation.

There is a REXX exec in hlq.ZSERVER.EXEC named TAUZCAPP which reads the master configuration
dataset and sends the content to the client in formatted form. Replace hlq.ZSERVER after "sysdsn=" with
the high level qualifier chosen for the installation.

When a client logs on using a new connection for the first time, the master configuration is sent from z/
Server to the client and shows up in the Team Developer Tree View. This is done in the background, and a
user server address space is started to send this master configuration. On subsequent logons (when the
master configuration is already available), no user server is started. A user server address space is only
started when a client request requires an ISPF environment (e.g. when an AWM ISPF tool is called).  

Optional customization

ISPF user profile

z/Server allows more than one user server per TSO user to be run in parallel. Each user server needs its
own exclusive ISPF environment. This implies the allocation of an ISPF user profile dataset. The allocation
of the user profile dataset is done in the sample REXX exec IVPINIT1 and should be customized to adhere
to the installation's standards.

ISPF user profile allocation is done as follows:

• DD statement ISPPROF is allocated to a temporary dataset. If a z/Server ISPF profile dataset named
userid.TAUZCISP.PROFILE already exists for the TSO user, the content of this ISPF profile is copied
using IEBGENER to a temporary dataset allocated under the ISPPROF DD statement.

• ISPF is started and control is passed to REXX exec IVPINIT2.
• When the ISPF session terminates, control returns to REXX exec IVPINIT1, and the temporary ISPF

profile is copied back to z/Server profile dataset userid.TAUZCISP.PROFILE.
• The temporary ISPF profile dataset is deleted.  
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We recommend that you allocate the temporary ISPF profile dataset to an SMS managed temporary
dataset pool, which is automatically deleted according to installations' standards. In that case, the deletion
of the temporary ISPF profile dataset in the REXX IVPINIT1 can be omitted.

Usage in a parallel sysplex

z/Server itself does not use any sysplex services. It relies on the ability to connect to an IP address
specified using a TCPIP header. This is normally done under the covers by an Eclipse client:

1. The Eclipse client asks for "Connect" to an IP address (or symbolic name) using a port specified in the
client. This port corresponds to the PORT parameter that the scheduler address space listens on. As a
response, z/Server sends back the IP address of the system that this particular scheduler address
space runs on.

2. The next transaction initiated from the client (which includes the TCPIP function connect - different from
the function "Connect" in 1.) uses this IP address for further communication and (IP-)connection.

3. As long as the network is set up in such a way that usage of this IP address will guarantee connection
to the same host system, the first connection used (from the Eclipse function "Connect") z/Server
functions without problems.

Note that it is mandatory to have a one-to-one relation between the IP address and the system name. A
configuration where an IP address can resolve to different systems (for load balancing, for instance) is not
supported. (See also VIPA).

Host installation verification
Customize and submit the verification job hlq.ZSERVER.JCL(IVPVERI):

//TAURHLQ  SET TAURHLQ=hlq.ZSERVER                                      
//JOBLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&TAURHLQ..LOADLIB                           
//*-----------------------------------------------------------------*  
//*- Install Verification Job                                      -*  
//*-                                                               -*  
//*- Valid Selects                                                 -*  
//*- ===========================================================   -*  
//*- 1                    EXEC REXX IVPREXXE  (echo rexx)          -*  
//*-----------------------------------------------------------------*  
//TAURIVP  EXEC PGM=TAURIVP                                            
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                                 
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                                                 
//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                                 
//SYSIN    DD *                                                        
IVP_SELECT = 1                                                         
IVP_Server = 'nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn'                                          
IVP_Port   = 1111; 
IVP_COMPAT = 2        
IVP_IPNAME = 'TCPIP'  
;                     
/*                                                                    

• Add a valid job card.
• Specify the dataset prefix defined (TAURHLQ).
• Specify the correct IP address of the host system (IVP_Server).
• Specify the port the scheduler address space is listening on (IVP_Port).
• Specify the name of the IP stack used (IVP_IPNAME).

The IVPVERI output should look like this:

IVP0002I Selection code for IVP was :   1                           
         EXEC IVPREXXI (echo REXX)                                  
IVP0003I call to zServer ended with  RC :       0                   
=================================================================== 
Answer from zServer is       203 Bytes long.                        
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=================================================================== 
00000000   000000CB 4CD4E2C7 40C6C1C3 C9C47E7F   *    <MSG FACID="* 
00000010   D3C9C37F 40D4E2C7 D5D67E7F F0F0F1F0   *LIC" MSGNO="0010* 
00000020   7F40E2C5 E5C5D9C9 E3E87E7F C57F6E40   *" SEVERITY="E"> * 
00000030   F0F97AF4 F87AF3F7 4BF0F8F9 40D38983   *09:48:37.089 Lic* 
00000040   85958385 40A58996 9381A389 96957A40   *ence violation: * 
00000050   E38889A2 40A28599 A5859940 83819540   *This server can * 
00000060   969593A8 40828540 A4A28584 40A38899   *only be used thr* 
00000070   96A48788 40819540 E3C1E4D9 E4E24083   *ough a licenced * 
00000080   93898595 A34B4040 40404040 40404040   *client.         * 
00000090   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   *                * 
000000A0   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   *                * 
000000B0   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   *                * 
000000C0   40404040 404C61D4 E2C76E00 00000000   *     </MSG>     *

Should you receive a return code of 49 in message IVP0003I, check if numbering was inadvertently turned
on in the member from which this job was submitted. If it was, please turn off numbering.

Make sure that this job is run for both the STC scheduler and the CEA scheduler, if one is configured.

We strongly recommended that you execute the following installation verification procedure for a z/Server
user server before connection from an Eclipse client is attempted. This procedure will verify that the
configuration in the z/OS system is correct, without possible added complications from the network
configuration.

The start of a z/Server user server can be tested by executing the REXX procedure TAU located in the
REXX library.

Type EX in front of member TAU to execute the REXX exec. The “zServer Host -Driver” panel should open:

Verify that the IP stack used is TCPIP. If it is not, change the name in the last line under TCPName to the
correct IP stack name. Press Enter. A message will confirm that another IP stack name is now used.

Set the IP address (IP-Addr) to the "home" IP address of the IP stack used.

Set the field Port to the listener port configured in the configuration dataset of the z/Server scheduler task.  

Type “addusrv” (without the quotes) in the line named Command or select the point and shoot field
AdduSrv in the panel header. A popup panel is shown prompting for the TSO password of the TSO user ID
used. After entering the correct password and submitting the information, a z/Server user server should be
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started. Address space creation takes some time, so after a while, a response like the following is
displayed:

Answer from Server for Message   1 is       204 Bytes long.          
==================================================================== 
                                                                          
00000000   000000CC 4CD4E2C7 40C6C1C3 C9C47E7F   *...¦<MSG FACID="*  
00000010   E2D3D97F 40D4E2C7 D5D67E7F F0F0F2F3   *SLR" MSGNO="0023*  
00000020   7F40E2C5 E5C5D9C9 E3E87E7F C97F6E40   *" SEVERITY="I"> *  
00000030   F1F27AF1 F37AF0F1 4BF0F7F8 40E3E2D6   *12:13:01.078 TSO*  
00000040   61C540A2 8599A585 9940E9E2 D6C6D1D2   */E server Wxxxxx*  
00000050   404040A6 89A38840 D1D6C2C9 C440E2E3   *   with JOBID ST*  
00000060   C3F0F8F3 F6F14086 969940A4 A2859940   *C08361 for user *  
00000070   E2D6C6D1 D2404040 40A2A482 9489A3A3   *xxxxx    submitt*  
00000080   85844B40 40404040 40404040 40404040   *ed.             *  
00000090   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   *                *  
000000A0   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   *                *  
000000B0   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   *                *  
000000C0   40404040 40404C61 D4E2C76E            *      </MSG>    *  

If the response is not as shown above, then something went wrong during the start of the user server and
you need to determine what that was:

• Check the JCL of the user server started task (IVPUSRT). There may be a JCL error in this procedure
(e.g. a mistyped dataset name).

• Check for RACF problems in the hardcopy log.
• Check the MAINTASK DD statement in the user server joblog for problems and act accordingly.

If the user server was started successfully, a “Logoff” command should be sent afterwards to stop the user
server again. Type “logoff” on the command line or select the point and shoot field Logoff in the panel
header. The password is prompted for again. When the request is submitted with the correct password, a
response like this should be displayed:

Answer from Server for Message   1 is       124 Bytes long.            
====================================================================== 
                                                                            
00000000   0000007C 4CD4E2C7 40C6C1C3 C9C47E7F   *...§<MSG FACID="*    
00000010   E2D3D97F 40D4E2C7 D5D67E7F F0F0F2F6   *SLR" MSGNO="0026*    
00000020   7F40E2C5 E5C5D9C9 E3E87E7F C97F6E40   *" SEVERITY="I"> *    
00000030   F1F77AF0 F57AF5F3 4BF8F4F1 40E2A396   *17:05:53.841 Sto*    
00000040   97408396 94948195 84408696 9940A4A2   *p command for us*    
00000050   859940E2 D6C6D1D2 40404040 81838385   *er xxxxx    acce*    
00000060   97A38584 4B404040 40404040 40404040   *pted.           *    
00000070   40404040 40404C61 D4E2C76E            *      </MSG>    *   

Make sure you also test the start of a CEA-launched TSO address space by changing the field Port to the
listener port of the CEA scheduler and repeating the procedure. Output similar to the one below in the
hardcopy log indicates successful initialization of the CEA-launched TSO user server. Make sure the user
server is terminated again using the logoff command as before.

$HASP373 userid    STARTED                                                
IEF125I userid - LOGGED ON - TIME=16.01.44                                
+ISPWB000  Client requested ISPF session initialization 585              
           Userid: userid   ASIDX: 006D                                   
           Message Queue: 0000655407 CCSID: 00037                        
+TAU0001I  zServer userid    V2R2M02  startup Tuesday   , 11 Mar 2014     
16:01:49.04                                                              
+TAU0067I  zServer startup completed for userid    for JES2 and ASID 006D

If this message does not appear in hardcopy log, problem determination will become very difficult. Use the
logon procedure specified by CEA_LOGONPROC and attempt to logon to TSO to make sure there are no
JCL or ISPF errors during dataset allocation. The initial REXX exec CEALOGON is not executed, so no
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ISPF profile dataset is available. At the TSO READY prompt, use the following command to allocate the
ISPF profile (with the correct naming conventions for the installation):

alloc dd(ISPPROF) dsn(userid.ISPF.ISPPROF)

Then call ISPF. If the logon procedure is correct, the ISPF primary option menue will be shown. Otherwise
correct any errors and repeat.

Console commands

Starting and stopping z/Server address spaces
While the z/Server holder and scheduler address spaces can be started and stopped using normal z/OS
commands, z/Server is strongly recommended to be administrated using MODIFY commands to the holder
address space to start and stop the individual schedulers and user servers. Administration is easiest when
all scheduler address spaces belonging to a holder address space are named in the configuration dataset
and started automatically. Stopping the holder address space will automatically terminate all user servers
and scheduler address spaces belonging to that holder.

Individual schedulers and user servers can be started and stopped using the following commands:

Starting and stopping a scheduler address space
F <holder>,{START|STOP},SCHED=<scheduler>

With the keyword START, a scheduler address space is started. It does not need to be defined in the holder
configuration dataset. The character string "scheduler" is used as the name of an address space to be
started.

Keyword STOP terminates the named scheduler by first terminating all active user servers belonging to
that scheduler and then the scheduler task itself.

Stopping a specific user server address space

To stop a specific user server address space, the port that user server listens to must be known. The port
can be determined by using the command:

F <scheduler>,TSO,DISPLAY,USER=ALL

The command response in CMDTASK will have one line with message SLR0036I for every user that is
currently using scheduler services. The last column shows the port nnnnn the address space listens on.
Then the user server address space can be terminated:

F <holder>,STOP,PORT=nnnnn

Stopping all user servers for a Specific user ID
F <holder>,STOP,USER=<tsouid>

All user servers for that TSOUID will be stopped across all schedulers.

Keep in mind that the name of the user server address space is prefixed by TSOE_JOBPREFIX while this
command requires only the TSO user ID to be specified.

Stopping all user servers for a Specific Scheduler address space
F <holder>,STOP,SCHED=<scheduler>,USERONLY

All user server address spaces for the named scheduler will be terminated.
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Display commands for Scheduler/User server information
To get information about either a scheduler address space or user server address spaces, address the
address space concerned with the keyword DISPLAY:

F <scheduler|userserver>,DISPLAY,{STATS|VSM|GRS[,qname=abc[*]]}

The STATS parameter of the DISPLAY command shows detailed statistics of actions done in response to
client requests and names the client requests.

The VSM parameter of the DISPLAY command shows a display of virtual storage in the named address
space.

The GRS parameter of the DISPLAY command shows ENQ information for resources held by the named
address space.

Display address space statistics
F <scheduler|userserver>,DISPLAY,STATS

results in the following output in the CMDTASK DD statement of the named address space. Statistics are
always printed when a scheduler or user server is stopped.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- 
                                    z/
Server                                     
                                   
Statistics                                    
                         Run-date 15-07-2013, 
12:22:17                           
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- 
                                                                              
   
                                                                              
   
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- 
                              Subtask-
Information                                
Task       Use    Attach   Receive     Write      Peek  Compress    
Expand       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- 
   1        31         1        32        32        63         0         
0       
   2         0         1         0         0         0         0         
0       
   3         0         1         0         0         0         0         
0       
   4         0         1         0         0         0         0         
0       
   5         0         1         0         0         0         0         
0       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- 
Sum:        31         5        32        32        63         0         
0       
                                                                              
   
                                                                              
   
Task    Bytes received     Bytes written  Bytes 
compressed                       
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- 
   1             7.214 9.954.559.781.007                 
0                       
   2                 0                 0                 
0                       
   3                 0                 0                 
0                       
   4                 0                 0                 
0                       
   5                 0                 0                 
0                       
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- 
Sum:             7.214 9.954.559.781.007                 
0                       
                                                                              
   
                                                                              
   
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- 
                             Scheduler-
Information                               
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- 
ROUTEMSG.:      1   LISTCAT..:      0   LISTDSI..:      3   LISTMEM..:      
3    
GETDATA..:      2   FINDMEM..:      0   PUTDATA..:      0   PUTJCL...:      
0    
GETBD....:      0   GETBT....:      0   JSTATUS..:      0   JDDLIST..:      
0    
JDDGET...:      0   JBROWSE..:      0   JDELETE..:      0   JCANCEL..:      
0    
JSTOP....:      0   IDCAMS...:      0   ALLOC....:      0   FREE.....:      
0    
CONCAT...:      0   RECALL...:      0   DEQUEUE..:      0   SUBMIT...:      
0    
DELAY....:      0   ABEND....:      0   PUTREX...:      0   XMLEXIT..:      
0    
GETPORT..:      7   LOGOFF...:      7   LOGON....:      0   ADDUSRV..:      
0    
SLAVE....:      0   KILL.....:      0   RESTART..:      0   VERIFY...:      
7    
USRENQ...:      7   USRDEQ...:      0   CHGPSWD..:      0   IBMUTIL..:      
0    
USSLDIR..:      0   USSGFILE.:      0   USSMINFO.:      0   USSLINFO.:      
0    
USSDDENT.:      0   USSDDIR..:      0   USSMKDIR.:      0   USSPFILE.:      
0    
NOP......:      0   USSWMSGQ.:      0   USSRMSGQ.:      0   USSCMSGQ.:      
0    
USSQMSGQ.:      0   USSDMSGQ.:      0   FTP......:      
0                        
                                                                              
   
                                                                              
   
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- 
                         User-Adminstration-
Information                          
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- 
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Delete  Server.......:      0   Init    Storage......:      
0                    
Add     Sever........:      0   Find    User.........:     
15                    
Add     User.........:      7   Modify  User.........:      
8                    
Delete  User.........:      0   Display Users........:      
0                    
Info    Ports........:      7   Count   UserSrv......:      
1                    
Clear   User.........:      7   Set     User Timeout.:      
7                    
Find    Port.........:      7   Set     Maintask RDY.:      
0                    
Get     Flags........:      4   Set     User EnQueue.:      
7                    
Set     User DeQueue.:      0   Set     Subtask  RDY.:      
0                    
Set     STOP Server..:      0   Find    Scheduler....:      
0                    
Get     Sched.-List..:      0   Set     Port locked..:      
0                    
Set     Port unlock..:      0   Get     Port-List....:      
0                    
Lock    Scheduler....:      0   Unlock  Scheduler....:      
0                    
Find    ASID.........:      
0                                                   

The first part with the heading 'Subtask Information' shows all worker tasks (as defined by NUMTCB) and
number of the IP function calls that were issued under each task. In an environment that is not very active
with concurrent users, it is normal that only the first task shows activity at all.

The second part under the heading 'Scheduler Information' names individual functions that a client can
use. For an Eclipse client, these functions are hidden in the client programming.

The last part under the heading 'User Administration Information' shows how many and which functions
were executed against the user administration control structures.

Display Virtual Storage
F <scheduler|userserver>,DISPLAY,VSM

results in the following output in the CMDTASK DD statement of the named address space.

Virtual Storage Map :                                                    
                                                                         
V=R Central (real) address range (non pagable)                           
                                                                         
                                                                         
         Area   Start(hex)-End(Hex)    Size(K)     Size(M)    Used(K)    
   PSA/System    00000000  00000000        0K       .0M                  
   Region V=R    00000000  FFFFFFFF        0K       .0M                  
   Region V=V    00006000  008FFFFF     9192K      8.9M                  
          CSA    00900000  00CAFFFF     3776K      3.6M        219K      
         MLPA    00000000  00000000        0K       .0M                  
         FLPA    00000000  00000000        0K       .0M                  
         PLPA    00CB0000  00E54FFF     1684K      1.6M                  
          SQA    00E55000  00FD3FFF     1532K      1.4M        186K      
      Nucleus    00FD4000  00FFFFFF      176K       .1M                  
       16M- line --------------------------------------                  
   Nucl. Ext.    01000000  01ADBFFF    11120K     10.8M                  
     SAQ Ext.    01ADC000  02958FFF    14836K     14.4M       7437K      
    PLPA Ext.    02959000  05F70FFF    55392K     54.0M                  
    FLPA Ext.    05F71000  05F73FFF       12K       .0M                  
    MLPA Ext.    00000000  00000000        0K       .0M                  
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     CSA Ext.    05F74000  1E6FFFFF   400944K    391.5M      28094K      
    Reg. Ext.    1E700000  7FFFFFFF  1598464K   1561.0M                  
      WHM        --------------------------------------                  
      SQA HWM                            771K       .7M                  
     ESQA HWM                           7681K      7.5M                  
      CSA HWM                            576K       .5M                  
     ECSA HWM                          29731K     29.0M                  
                                                                              
 CSA space converted into SQA              0K       .0M                  
 Common Area Space available            4832K      4.7M (CSA/SQA)        
 Size of private region                 9192K      8.9M                  
 Addr current top of user region         728K       .7M                  
 Maximum size of user region            9192K      8.9M                  
 Total bytes allocated to user regn      704K       .6M                  
 Total bytes allocated                   340K       .3M LSQA/SWA/229/230 
 Addr start ext. user region          498688K    487.0M                  
 Size extended user region           1598464K   1561.0M                  
 Addr current top ext. user region    812116K    793.0M                  
 Max. size extended user region      1598464K   1561.0M                  
 Total bytes allocated ext. user reg  313420K    306.0M                  
 Total bytes allocated                 12112K     11.8M LSQA/SWA/229/230

The hardcopy log shows

+IPC0098I  hh:mm:ss.ttt Current Virtual-Storage-Map for server scheduler 
printed to ddname CMDTASK. 

Display contention information
F <scheduler|userserver>,DISPLAY,GRS,QNAME=SPF* 

results in the following output in the CMDTASK DD statement of the named address space:

IPC0094I S= SYSTEMS  SPFEDIT  dataset.number.no1                         
FAPCOB02 
IPC0095I    SysName  JobName  Asid TCBAddr     EXC/SHR    Status  
IPC0096I    system   schedulr 0050 008BD968    EXCLUSIVE  OWN  
IPC0094I S= SYSTEMS  SPFEDIT  dataset.number.no2                         
FAPCICS  
IPC0095I    SysName  JobName  Asid TCBAddr     EXC/SHR    Status  
IPC0096I    system   schedulr 0050 008BD968    EXCLUSIVE  OWN  
IPC0094I S= SYSTEMS  SPFEDIT  dataset.number.no3                         
SCLMWART 
IPC0095I    SysName  JobName  Asid TCBAddr     EXC/SHR    Status  
IPC0096I    system   schedulr 0050 008BD968    EXCLUSIVE  OWN 

Note: The ENQ locking a member of a partitioned dataset against simultaneous access using 3270
access to ISPF is always held by the CMDTASK of a scheduler address space. If the client that locked
the member for editing doesn't finish its processing (for instance when the IP connection to the
scheduler is interrupted), that ENQ will still be held by the scheduler address space and must be
released manually (see Releasing the SPFEDIT serialization ENQ).

When the ENQ name is not known, the command

F <scheduler|userserver>,DISPLAY,GRS 

shows all ENQs held by the addressed scheduler or user server.

IPC0094I S= SYSTEM   SYSDSN   dataset.number.no1                   
IPC0095I    SysName  JobName  Asid TCBAddr     EXC/SHR    Status 
IPC0096I    system   schedulr 0032 008FF890    SHARE      OWN    
IPC0094I S= SYSTEM   SYSZJES2 SJB.1CE686A8                       
IPC0095I    SysName  JobName  Asid TCBAddr     EXC/SHR    Status 
IPC0096I    system   schedulr 0032 008FF890    EXCLUSIVE  OWN    
IPC0094I S= SYSTEM   SYSDSN   hlq.ZSERVER.CONFIG              
IPC0095I    SysName  JobName  Asid TCBAddr     EXC/SHR    Status 
IPC0096I    system   schedulr 0032 008FF890    SHARE      OWN   
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Display commands for TSO information
To get information about TSO users address the scheduler address space with the keywords TSO and
DISPLAY:

F <scheduler>,TSO,DISPLAY,{ STATS|VPOOL}

The STATS parameter of the DISPLAY command shows statistics of actions done in response to client
requests.

The VPOOL parameter of the DISPLAY command shows the variable pool contents.

Display TSO statistics
F <scheduler>,TSO,DISPLAY,STATS

results in the following output in the CMDTASK DD statement of the scheduler address space:

SLR0040I =============================================== 
         Server Statistics                               
         =============================================== 
SLR0041I Submit      Count .........             0 times 
         Stop        Count .........             7 times 
         Communicate Count .........             1 times 
         Error       Count .........             0 times

The lines in SLR0041I have the following meaning:

Column Meaning

Submit count Number of times any user server address space was
started.

Stop count Number of times any user server address space was
stopped.

Communicate count Number of IP messages scheduled to the user server
address space for processing (i.e. number of client
requests handled in that user server).

Error Number of errors during processing.

Display VPOOL
F <scheduler>,TSO,DISPLAY,VPOOL              

results in the following output in the CMDTASK DD statement of the scheduler address space:

SPR0011I Pool-Address      : 2FB7EF00 
         Pool-Size         :         4096 
         Pool-Freespace    :         3973 Bytes 
         No of Variables   :            5 Bytes 
         Variable-Pool-Information 
=========================== Pool Content ============================= 
         Var-Typ     Var-Name    Var-Content 
====================================================================== 
SPR0013I  SYS         CLASS      0 
SPR0013I  SYS         JPREFIX    W 
SPR0013I  SYS         SCMSPATH   1 
SPR0013I  SYS         SCMSTAT    X 
SPR0013I  SYS         SCMSREXX   MX0RSC01

Diagnostic commands
To get information about special areas in either a scheduler address space or user server address spaces,
address the address space concerned with the keyword DUMP:

F <scheduler|userserver>,DUMP,{CONFIG|SVCD|AREA=ALL|ADDR=<addr>,LEN=<length>}
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The CONFIG parameter of the DUMP command enables you to see the current configuration of the
address space.

The SVCD parameter of the DUMP produces an SVC dump of the address space titled "zServer
SVCDUMP".

Certain or all areas of an address space are dumped using the parameter AREA.

Configuration Dump
F <scheduler|userserver>,DUMP,CONFIG

writes the current configuration to the CMDTASK DD statement. For an STC scheduler address space, it
looks like this:

IPC0090I --------------------------------------------------------------- 
         Initial configuration settings at address 1E758A08              
         --------------------------------------------------------------- 
IPC0091I  _CEE_ENVFILE=DD:IPCONFIG                                       
IPC0091I  LICENCE_KEY=ABCC1079D3295E29-81B7B37DE8C430CF-8592E737DA50272C 
IPC0091I  LICENCE_KEY=????????????????-????????????????-???????????????? 
IPC0091I  BUFFERSIZE=10                                                  
IPC0091I  BUFFERUNIT=M                                                   
IPC0091I  DMPONAPI=0                                                     
IPC0091I  IPNAME=TCPIP                                                   
IPC0091I  IPTRACE=0                                                      
IPC0091I  PORT=1111                                                      
IPC0091I  NUMTCB=5                                                       
IPC0091I  MULTI_REXX=1                                                   
IPC0091I  PORTCHECK=1                                                    
IPC0091I  SVC_NO=238                                                     
IPC0091I  CCSID=037                                                     
IPC0091I  TSOE_SCHEDULER=1                                               
IPC0091I  TSOE_FIRST_PORT=1112                                           
IPC0091I  TSOE_LAST_PORT=1149                                            
IPC0091I  TSOE_CLEANUP=1                                                 
IPC0091I  TSOE_JOBPREFIX=W                                               
IPC0091I  TSOE_MSGCLASS=K                                                
IPC0091I  TSOE_JOBSEARCH=CHGME                                             
IPC0091I  TSOE_SJOB_NAME=IVPUSRT                                         
IPC0091I  TSOE_DSP_TOKEN=TAURSERV                                        
IPC0091I  TSOE_MAXUSRV=5                                                 
IPC0091I  INITIAL_REXX=TAUINIT 

For an STC user server address space, it looks like this:

IPC0090I --------------------------------------------------------------- 
         Initial configuration settings at address 1E821A08              
         --------------------------------------------------------------- 
IPC0091I  _CEE_ENVFILE=DD:IPCONFIG  
IPC0091I  LICENCE_KEY=????????????????-????????????????-???????????????? 
IPC0091I  SVC_NO=238  
IPC0091I  TSOE_USER=1  
IPC0091I  BUFFERSIZE=10  
IPC0091I  BUFFERUNIT=M  
IPC0091I  IPNAME=TCPIP  
IPC0091I  IPTRACE=0  
IPC0091I  MULTI_REXX=2  
IPC0091I  CCSID=37  
IPC0091I  NUMTCB=1  
IPC0091I  ROUTE_ONLY=0  
IPC0091I  DIALOG_TIMEOUT=3600  
IPC0091I  TSOE_DSP_TOKEN=TAURSERV  
IPC0091I  TIMEOUT=20 
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SVC Dump
F <scheduler|userserver>,DUMP,SVCD

writes a standard SVCD dump. Such a dump could also be taken using a regular MVS DUMP command.

Important storage areas
F <scheduler|userserver>,DUMP,AREA=ALL

writes all information z/Server deems relevant storage areas to DD statement CMDTASK of the address
space. These areas include the TAUCA (the main z/Server control block) and control blocks named
SUBTASK, one for each of the NUMTCB worker tasks.

Selected storage areas
F <scheduler|userserver>,DUMP,ADDR=xxxxxxxx,LEN=yyy

writes the storage content starting at address xxxxxxxx in length yyy to DD statement CMDTASK of the
address space. Keep in mind that the only areas dumped are those that z/Server owns, in other words, this
command cannot be used to show the content of all storage allocated in the address space.

Display data space information

The holder task allocates and manages a common access data space (CADS). The following command
displays the information in this data space:

F <holder>,DISPLAY,DSP,{FORMAT|DUMP}

In order to use this command, the holder task must contain DD statement

//DSPPRT   DD  SYSOUT=*,LRECL=255

The output for this display command is written to DSPPRT. If necessary, one needs to scroll to the extreme
right to see the full output.

Sub parameter DUMP writes the unformatted storage areas from the data space, when using the keyword
FORMAT the information is written in human readable form. Below is one example user entry:

Userid   JobName  JobId    SYS  Port  L F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 JP  CRP  
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
user1    Vuser1   STCTIMEO syst 01215 M 00 80 80 00 00 00 0006 
user2    Vuser2   STC04711 syst 01216 M 00 60 80 00 00 00 0008 
  
Ip-Addr-Client  Ip/Port Scheduler     Creator  ClientId Asid  
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn  1111 TAURISPF 00000003 004C  
nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn  1111 TAURISPF 00000006 0037  
  
Start-Time     LastCmd LastCmd-Time   Last Timeout   
---------------------------------------------------- 
mm/dd hh:mm:ss Modify  07/22 hh:mm:ss mm/dd hh:mm:ss 
mm/dd hh:mm:ss Modify  07/22 hh:mm:ss mm/dd hh:mm:ss

Column JOBID contains a valid JESx job ID when a user server is running and listening on the port
specified in column PORT. The (not valid) JESx job ID of STCTIMEO is set either when a user server had
terminated (for instance due to inactivity - timeout) or when a client logged on but did not need to start a
user server yet. This is called deferred logon. Once the client requests a service that can only run in a user
server, that user server is "restarted" using the indicated port.

Setting IPTRACE level

The IPTRACE level is set using the configuration parameter IPTRACE at startup. It is recommended to run
at the lowest possible trace level. IPTRACE can be changed dynamically using the following command:

F <holder|scheduler|userserver>,TRACE,LEVEL=x
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x is a positive integer between 0 and 6. Zero denotes no tracing, 6 is full tracing. Every subsequent trace
level includes all lower trace levels.

DD statement CMDTASK (for scheduler and user server) or MAINTASK (for the holder address space)
show confirmation:

F <scheduler>,TRACE,LEVEL=4 
IPC0066I  12:27:46.579 Trace level changed to            4

Full tracing in a highly loaded z/Server system can generate a large amount of output data and can lead to
JESx spool problems.

Turn Off LE Error Handling

When a problem occurs, z/Server creates a dump in DD statement ZCOMDUMP. When z/Server relies on
LE recovery, then LE might write a CEEDUMP. In severe cases an SVC dump is written.

The command

F <scheduler|userserver>,RECOVERY,{ON|OFF}

can be used to turn of LE error handling. If there is a SYSUDUMP/SYSABEND/SYSMDUMP DD statement
in the JCL, such a dump would get written instead of a CEEDUMP.

Note: Switch off recovery only if requested by SupportLine.

REXX commands
When a REXX exec is executing in either a user server or a scheduler address space, the following REXX
commands are available, addressing the REXX exec environment (see SA22-7790-xx: TSO/E REXX
Reference):

f <scheduler|userserver>,REXX,{HI|HT|RT|TS},SUBTASK={x|ALL}

The abbreviations stand for

• HI = Halt Interpretation
• HT = Halt Typing
• RT = Resume Typing
• TS = Trace Start

Parameter subtask specifies the number of the worker task (T000000x). There are at most NUMTCB
worker tasks. Specifying ALL would address all worker tasks simultaneously.

Administrative commands
The following administrative commands are available for day-to-day operations:

F <scheduler>,TSO,DELETE,USER=user 
F <scheduler|userserver>,SPFDEQ,DSN=<datasetname>[,mem=<member>] 
F <holder|scheduler|userserver>,TRACE,LEVEL=x 
F <scheduler|userserver>,RECOVERY,{ON|OFF} 
F <holder>,DISPLAY,DSP,{FORMAT|DUMP} 
F <scheduler|userserver>,REFRESH,PGM=nn

They are mostly used in error scenarios.

Delete a TSO User in user administration

It is possible that a user server address space terminated without first doing clean-up in the user
administration control structures. This can happen if the address space was forced (MVS FORCE
command) and no address space related clean-up ran. In this case the command:

F <scheduler>,TSO,DELETE,USER=userid
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enables unconditional removal of the TSO user ID from the user administration control structures to free
the entries and the port the user server address space was listening on. The CMDTASK DD statement of
the scheduler address space shows:

SLR0039W  13:53:19.557 User USERID  deleted.

If the specified user is not found in the user administration control structures, the following message is
issued:

F <scheduler>,TSO,DELETE,USER=ALL  
SLR0038W  13:53:08.239 User ALL      not found. Delete command ignored.

Note: This command will unconditionally remove the specified user ID from the control structures,
even if the client is currently working normally and no problem had occurred before. That means that
the client/user server cannot work further without causing other problems. The user server address
space also cannot terminate anymore without manual intervention (it must be cancelled):

+SLR0092E  14:11:40.508 User servers with Timeout_Action=STOP must be 
started with POLICY=1 (Started Jobs). Timeout is ignored.            

Releasing the SPFEDIT serialization ENQ

When a client starts to edit a member of a partitioned dataset, z/Server locks that member against
simultaneous edit from a 3270 TSO user by serializing against the resource SPFEDIT/
data_set_name(member_name). That ENQ is held by the command task of the scheduler address space
the user server belongs to.

If for some reason the client does not finish the edit process, the member stays locked. In the past another
client used the Dequeue function from the context menu for the dataset member to release someone else's
serialization. To reduce the integrity exposure of this (client) function, the following command can be used:

F <scheduler|userserver>,SPFDEQ,DSN=<datasetname>,MEM=<member>

It will release the ENQ that protects against parallel updates of the same dataset / member by different
users. The CMDTASK DD statement will contain the following messages acknowledging deletion of the
resource:

F <scheduler>,SPFDEQ,DSN=DATASET.NAME,MEM=MEMBER 
SLR0044I  08:46:21.693 Dequeue for Major-Name SPFEDIT  and Minor-Name 
DATASET.NAME                                MEMBER 
SLR0046I  08:46:21.694 Dequeue 
successful                                                                    
      

Warning: Only use this command if you have made sure that the original owner will not edit the
dataset or member any further. Otherwise you risk the data integrity of your datasets.

Port skip

When a user server address space had allocated a port and doesn't terminate properly or port ranges
were invalidly defined, then it can happen that a port is not available to a newly started user server address
space. If that port was the first in the range of the scheduler, this could mean that no user server could get
started anymore. With port skip active (PORTCHECK=1 set in the scheduler configuration parameters), z/
Server tests the availability of the port. If it is already in use by someone, the message:

+SLR0055E  [001] Port [002] is not available.

is issued, followed by:

+SLR0135S  [001] Port [002] for z/Server scheduler [003] locked because port 
was not available. 

In this context, "port is not available" means that TCPIP returned a response of "the port is in use and has
the state LISTEN". There is an entry in the user administration control structures of z/Server for every port
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defined to the scheduler. The entry that was not available is now marked as LOCKED and will not be used
any longer to allocate conversations with a client. This can be displayed by using the command:

F <holder>,display,dsp,format

IN the DD named DSPPRT  of the holder task the following output can be found:

 --------------------------------------
 Userid   JobName  JobId    SYS    Port  
 --------------------------------------
 user     jobname  jobid    system nnnnn

 

If a user server has stalled and not terminated and hence still has the port allocated, it needs to get
terminated, probably via an operator force arm or force command. That will make the port available for
reuse. The port is still in a "locked" state in the user administration part of z/Server, however. It needs to be
unlocked manually using the command

F <scheduler>,TSO,UNLOCK,PORT=nnnnn

This cleans up the LOCKED state of the port entry, and the port can be used again by the scheduler.

If the port was not allocated to a stalled user server, then the system administrator needs to determine who
has the port allocated (i.e. netstat command). There is probably some sort of definition error in the port
ranges for this scheduler/holder that needs to get corrected. If ports were defined incorrectly to the
scheduler/holder, the scheduler/holder will need to be restarted with the corrected definitions.

If you only unlock the port in the user administration without first making sure that it really is available to be
allocated again, port skip will immediately issue messages SLR0055E and SLR0135S again and relock the
port in the user administration control structures.

Refresh a load module

If SupportLine provided a hot fix that would need a restart of z/Server, and customer support also specified
that the load modules affected can be refreshed,

F <scheduler|userserver>,REFRESH,PGM=nn

with nn a positive integer between 02 and 99 allows reloading the load module and installing the hot fix
without restarting z/Server.

Note: It is not possible to refresh all load modules running in a z/Server address space.

Configuration Reference

Holder Configuration

Common Access Data Space Definition

DSP_NAME

The parameter DSP_NAME specifies the name of the common access data space that contains the user
administration control structures. This parameter is mandatory.

Example:

DSP_NAME = 'TAURSERV';
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DSP_MAX_SERV

DSP_MAX_SERV specifies the number of scheduler address spaces that can be started for one holder
address space. It must be a positive integer between 1 and 20. This parameter is mandatory.

Example:

DSP_MAX_SERV = 5; 

RESTAB_SIZE

RESTAB_SIZE specifies the size within the common access data space which is reserved for dataset
enqueue information (resource table). It must be a positive integer between 10 and 50. The unit is page. A
page can hold up to 32 enqueue entries.

The default value is 10. This means by default up to 320 enqueue entries can be maintained.

Example:

Restab_Size = 15

DSP_SIZE

DSP_SIZE specifies the size of the common access data space in blocks of 4096 bytes. It must be a
positive integer between 1 and 1000. This parameter is mandatory.

As a rule of thumb, 250 bytes are needed per port specified using DSP_PORT_LOW and
DSP_PORT_HIGH, and 100 bytes for a header. This value must be increased by the size of the resource
table (RESTAB_SIZE).

Example:

Dsp_Size = 20; 

 

DSP_PORT_LOW, DSP_PORT_HIGH

DSP_PORT_LOW and DSP_PORT_HIGH define the port range that this holder address space owns. Sub
ranges can be used in the configuration datasets of any scheduler address space belonging to this holder.
The allowed values are positive integers between 1 and 64000, with DSP_PORT_LOW the lower of the two
values. These parameters are mandatory.

Example:

DSP_PORT_LOW = 1100;  
DSP_PORT_HIGH = 1200; 

DSP_TOKEN

The parameter DSP_TOKEN specifies the token name that each address space for one z/Server uses to
address the data space with the user administration control structures. The name can be up to 16
characters in length.

Default:

DSP_TOKEN = 'DSP_TOKEN';

Example:

DSP_TOKEN = 'TAURSERV';

SVC Definition

SVC_NO

SVC_NO specifies the SVC number for the type-3 SVC routine to be dynamically installed at holder
address space startup. It must be a positive integer between 200 and 255. This parameter is mandatory.
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Example:

SVC_NO = 238;

SVC_PGM

Parameter SVC_PGM specifies the name of the load module that is the SVC routine for SVC_NO. Using
the default results in ABEND806.

Default:

SVC_PGM= 'SVC_PGM';

Example:

SVC_PGM= 'TAURAUTH';

Scheduler Startup

ADD_SERVER

Parameter ADD_SERVER determines if the holder address space will automatically start the scheduler
address space(s) associated with it (named by SERVER.x statements). This parameter can be set to YES
or NO. The default value is NO.

When ADD_SERVER is set to NO, then each scheduler address space must be started manually using an
MVS START command.

Example:

ADD_SERVER = 'YES';

Scheduler name SERVER

When parameter ADD_SERVER is set to YES, one or more statements SERVER.n with n a positive
integer between 1 and 20 name the scheduler address spaces associated with this holder address space
that should be started. The value of n should be less than or equal to the holder parameter
DSP_MAX_SERV.

Example:

Server.1 = 'TAURISPF';

IPTRACE
The IPTRACE level can be set at startup, the levels allowed are zero (no tracing) to six (full tracing). The
trace level can later be changed via operator command. Default is zero (no tracing). A higher trace level
includes all lower trace levels.

Example:

IPTRACE = 3;

MODIFY_LIMIT
The parameter MODIFY_LIMIT specifies the number of command input buffers the holder task can handle.
The default value is 10, the maximum value is 255.

Example:

MODIFY_LIMIT=20;

DELAY
DELAY specifies the time the holder task waits until cancelling a user server/scheduler when the stop
command didn't terminate the address space and the time between terminating the last scheduler task and
the holder task itself.
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DELAY is a positive integer between 5 and 300, denoting a five second to five minute delay. The default is
to wait five seconds.

Example:

DELAY = 10;

When specifying the value, keep in mind that the time necessary to terminate an address space can vary
with the cpu load on the system.

Scheduler and user server configuration
z/Server scheduler and user server address spaces are configured using the same parameters but require
separate configuration datasets. Keep in mind that these configuration datasets must not contain
comments.

IP Parameters

BUFFERSIZE/BUFFERUNIT

The BUFFERSIZE and BUFFERUNIT parameters together define the size of the IP send/receive buffer for
each worker task in a scheduler or user server address space. The size of a message to or from a client
cannot exceed the defined buffer size. BUFFERUNIT defines the space unit in K (1KB = 1,024 bytes) or M
(1MB = 1,048,576 bytes). The default buffer size is 2M.

The buffers are used for dataset content to be edited or JESx data to be browsed and must be large
enough to contain the associated data. For example, a 20.000 line source program requires a 1.6MB
buffer.

The buffers are allocated in LE heap storage (above the line).

Example:

BUFFERSIZE=10 
BUFFERUNIT=M

The CMDTASK DD statement contains the confirmation of the buffer sizes:

TAU0025I hh:mm:ss.ttt Inp-Msg-Area for subtask allocated at 29649028 
                      Out-Msg-Area for subtask allocated at 2A04A028 
                      Wrk-Msg-Area for subtask allocated at 2AA4B028 
                      Each area is     10485760 Bytes long

If the defined buffers are too small for an incoming or outgoing request message, TAU0050E is written to
the LE message file:

TAU0050E hh:mm:ss.ttt Input-Msg-Len with 00001030 Bytes is greater than … 
                         Increase Buffer-Size and restart server !

DMPONAPI

DMPONAPI specifies whether a call to EZASOCKET that ends with an unexpected return code should
terminate the TCB with a CEEDUMP. The default is false (DMPONAPI=0).

If the default is taken and a call to EZASOCKET ends with an unexpected return code, message
TAU0007E is written to the LE message file:

TAU0007E  hh:mm:ss.ttt Error during Call to EZASOKET 
          Function    : WRITE 
          Reason-Code : 10184 
          See TCP/IP for MVS: API Reference for details

DMPONAPI=1 should be set for debugging only. The TCB is then terminated with CEE3ABD.

Example:

DMPONAPI=0
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IPNAME

The IPNAME parameter specifies the name of the IP stack used for processing. This parameter is
mandatory.

Example:

IPNAME=TCPIP

PORT

The PORT parameter specifies the port number the scheduler address space is listening on for incoming
requests.

Example:

PORT=1111

Note: This parameter is mandatory in the scheduler address space configuration. It is not required for
a user server.

VIPA

By default, during connection z/Server sends its own IP address back to the client, which is then used by
the client for further communication. However, when the client connects through NAT'ed addresses, the IP
address that the scheduler address space knows about might be completely different from the IP address
that the client must use. In this case, the symbolic name provided by the VIPA parameter (and translated
using a DNS server) should be specified to ensure communication.

Restriction: The VIPA parameter cannot be used when no fixed unique IP address is assigned to the
symbolic name, for example, when VIPA is used for load distribution.

Example:

VIPA=custom.com

Administration parameters

CCSID

The CCSID parameter specifies the code page used by z/Server (for example, 37 for US, 1141 for
German). The default code page is 37.

The following code pages are supported by z/Server:

1140, 1141, 1142, 1143, 1144, 1145, 1146, 1147, 1148, 1149, 37, 1047, 273, 277, 278, 280, 284, 285,
297, 500, 871

Example:

CCSID=1047

DIALOG_TIMEOUT

The DIALOG_TIMEOUT parameter specifies the timeout in seconds for dialog responses. A dialog
response in this context is either the time a scheduler address space waits for a response from a user
server or client or the time a user server address space waits for a client response.

The default value for DIALOG_TIMEOUT is 20s. The sample configuration dataset
hlq.ZSERVER.CONFIG(IVPISPFJ) specifies 45s for the scheduler address. The sample configuration
dataset hlq.ZSERVER.CONFIG(IVPUSR) for the user server specifies specifies 3600s, i.e. one hour.

After the time expires, a running ISPF dialog (in a user server address space) gets an error message and
must be restarted from the client. z/Server will cancel the user server address space that had encountered
the timeout.
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When a scheduler address space does not get a timely response from a user server, this message is
issued:

SLR0084E  hh:mm:ss.ttt User server [002] did not response for [003] seconds.  
                       Connection terminated due to timeout!

Example:

DIALOG_TIMEOUT=40

ISPF_STATS

The ISPF_STATS parameter defines if z/Server returns basic ISPF statistics on read requests to be
displayed in the client or writes/updates basic ISPF statistics when writing/updating a member of a
partitioned dataset.

Note that extended ISPF statistics are not supported. If an installation uses extended ISPF statistics, they
will be replaced with basic ISPF statistics.

Note also that the STATS setting in the ISPF profile of the TSO user is ignored.

Valid values are Y or N. The programmatic default is Y. Configuration default is N.

Example:

ISPF_STATS=N

IPTRACE

The IPTRACE level can be set at startup, the levels allowed are zero (no tracing) to six (full tracing). The
trace level can later be changed via operator command. Default is zero (no tracing). A higher trace level
includes all lower trace levels.

Example:

IPTRACE = 3;

Note: A high trace level may cause JESx spool shortages due to the amount of output written to the
JESx job log. Use higher trace levels with caution.

Level Description

0 Normal message traffic for best performance.

1 Warning, error and severe error messages are written.

2 Informational messages are also written.

3 All data sent and received using IP is traced.

4 Calls to EZASOCKET are traced.

5 Full trace.

6 Code page translation and BASE64 encode/decode are
traced.

Example:

IPTRACE=4

LIMITED_SERVER

The parameter LIMITED_SERVER decides whether a server can be stopped by the holder task only. If set
to 1 the server can only be stopped and started through a holder task.

Example:

Limited_Server = 1
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MULTI_REXX

The MULTI_REXX parameter specifies if re-entrant REXX environments are to be made available in
addition to the non re-entrant REXX environment that is created by default. This parameter can have the
values 0, 1 and 2. The default is 0 - no re-entrant REXX environments are available. REXX execs executing
in the default environment write their output to DD statement SYSTSPRT in JESx job log.

With MULTI_REXX set to 1, each REXX exec is executed in its own REXX environment. Every z/Server
subtask has both a non re-entrant and a re-entrant REXX environment available. REXX execs executing in
the re-entrant environment write their output to DD statement ZCOTSPRT in JESx job log. This setting is
recommended for scheduler address spaces.

When MULTI-REXX is set to 2, CMDTASK and SRVTASK execute in a re-entrant REXX environment. All
other subtasks share the default non re-entrant environment. This setting is recommended for a user
server address space.

Example:

MULTI_REXX=2

NOFTASK

The configuration parameter NOFTASK defines the behavior of LISTENER task when no worker task is
available to handle incoming client requests.

Value Description

W If no worker task is available, LISTENER waits until one becomes available.

WM If no worker task is available, LISTENER waits until one becomes available.  Additionally, message
TAU0009E is written to the hardcopy log.

M If no worker task is available, LISTENER returns message TAU0171E to the client. It does not wait for a
worker task to become available.

The programmatic default value is W. The configuration default is WM for STC schedulers and M for CEA
schedulers.

Example:

NOFTASK=WM

NUMTCB

The NUMTCB parameter specifies how many worker tasks (TCBs) are started simultaneously to process
incoming connections from a client.  Each worker task has its own DD statement Tnnnnnnn in the JESx job
log. The default is 1 (no multitasking). NUMTCB must be a positive integer.

For every worker task started, the main task writes message TAU0010I to the MAINTASK DD statement:

TAU0010I  14:47:07.563 Subtask            1 started A(TCB) : 008B33B0 
A(ECB) : 2236C0E0                                      
TAU0010I  14:47:07.563 Subtask            2 started A(TCB) : 008B3120 
A(ECB) : 2236C144                                      
TAU0010I  14:47:07.563 Subtask            3 started A(TCB) : 0089EE78 
A(ECB) : 2236C1A8

This message contains the address of the TCB (Task Control Block) and ECB (Event Control Block) for the
worker task.

When a worker task is posted for an incoming request, message TAU0011I is written to the MAINTASK DD
statement:

TAU0011I  15:10:17.883 Subtask            1 posted A(TCB) : 008B33B0 A(ECB) : 
2236C0E0
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When all worker tasks are busy processing client requests and no worker task can be posted for a new
client request, TAU0009E is written to the MAINTASK DD statement and the main task waits for one of the
worker tasks to become available again:

TAU0009E  15:10:20.882 No free ECB available. Waiting for next free ECB.

If this message appears too often, the number of worker tasks NUMTCB should be increased.

Note: Each subtask requires private storage to send and receive data (see BUFFERSIZE/
BUFFERUNIT), and the storage required for the application. Storage is allocated when the worker
task is established at scheduler address space startup. The number of tasks is calculated by the
formula: NUMTCB + 4 (CMDTASK + SRVTASK + MSGTASK + LISTENER).

Do not set NUMTCB higher than 33 (when using BUFFERSIZE=10 and BUFFERUNIT=M), as the size of
the private region will be insufficient otherwise.

PORTCHECK

PORTCHECK specifies whether the availability of a port (see PORT) should be tested before a user server
address space is started (PORTCHECK=1) or not. When PORTCHECK is set to zero (which is the default)
then no checking is done. With PORTCHECK=1 z/Server issues this command (visible in SYSTSPRT DD
statement):

D TCPIP,,N,CONN,PORT

The command response can be found in the hardcopy log. When the port is not available (for instance
when it is in status LISTEN, TIMEWT, FINWT2), the response to the DISPLAY command is useful for
analysis. It is strongly recommended to set PORTCHECK to one in the scheduler address space
configuration.

Example:

PORTCHECK=1

RACF_STATS

The parameter RACF_STATS determines if message ICH70001Iis suppressed or not. This message is
issued whenever a client connects a scheduler with a request for service.

Permitted values are Y or N. If N is specified, message ICH70001I is suppressed for RACROUTE and
RACINIT REQUEST=VERIFY.

The configuration default value is Y.

Example:

RACF_STATS=N

ROUTE_ONLY

The ROUTE_ONLY parameter specifies whether a user server address space should accept  requests
forwarded from the scheduler address space. The value is either 0 or 1. If this parameter is specified in a
scheduler configuration dataset, it is ignored. With ROUTE_ONLY=1 a user server only accepts requests
forwarded from the scheduler address space. Otherwise, a client is able to contact the user server directly
when the client knows the port that user server listens on.

The default value is 0.

Note: ROUTE_ONLY=1 must not be set when ISPF dialogs are to be executed because ISPF dialogs
require direct communication.

Example:

ROUTE_ONLY=1
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TIMEOUT

The TIMEOUT parameter specifies the length of time (in minutes) that the address space tolerates without
IP activity before terminating. This is similar to the JCL TIME parameter for CPU consumed. The default
value is 0 (no timeout).

Example:

TIMEOUT=20

The address space is terminated after 20 minutes of IP inactivity.

USS_DUBPROCESS

The USS_DUBPROCESS parameter specifies whether subtasks are dubbed as threads in a caller’s
process or as new processes. The value can be 0 or 1.

USS_DUBPROCESS=0 (which is the default) dubs the subtask of the caller as a thread in the caller’s
process when the subtask issues its first z/OS UNIX service call. A value of 1 dubs the subtask of the caller
as a new process when the subtask issues its first z/OS UNIX service call.

If USS commands such as FTP are to be executed, USS_DUBPROCESS must be set to one, otherwise
the following error will occur:

CEE5101C During initialization the callable service BPX1MSS failed. 
The system return code was 156, the reason code was 0D070200

Note: With USS_DUBPROCESS=1 a user server address space does not support ISPF dialogs.

VPOOLSIZE

VPOOLSIZE specifies the size of the pool of variables processed with VGET, VPUT and VDEL services.
This is similar to the ISPF profile pool. It must be specified as multiples of 4K, the default value is 4K.

Example:

VPOOLSIZE=4K

XMLMSG

XMLMSG specifies if the communication between client and user server address space is done in XML
format (XMLMSG=1) or not (XMLMSG= 0). This parameter applies to user servers only, it is ignored for the
scheduler address space.

Example:

XMLMSG=1

Email configuration
If the email capability of z/Server is to be used two prerequisites must be fulfilled:

• A MAILHDR DD statement in the scheduler address space JCL must be available.SAMPLIB contains a
sample for a mail header. It can be adapted to the customer’s needs and used for this DD.

• An SMTP server must be configured that will send the generated emails to the intended recipients.

MAIL_CLASS

The MAIL_CLASS parameter specifies the JESx message class that the emails are forwarded to. This
message class must match the message class configured as LOCALCLASS of the SMTP server. The
default MAIL_CLASS is F.

Example:

MAIL_CLASS=G
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MAIL_MSGCNT

MAIL_MSGCNT specifies how many messages are to be combined into one email. This value is a positive
integer. The default value is 20.

Example:

MAIL_MSGCNT=25

The 26th message causes the previously accumulated 25 messages to be sent as one email.

Note: At scheduler shutdown, any messages buffered are always sent when the server is shut down.

MAIL_NOTIFY

MAIL_NOTIFY specifies if notification emails are to be sent about errors with a severity greater than or
equal to the value specified using the MAIL_SEVERITY parameter. MAIL_NOTIFY=1 activates email
notification, a value of 0 deactivates it. The default is 0.

Example:

MAIL_NOTIFY=1

MAIL_SEVERITY

MAIL_SEVERITY has a value of 1 (warnings), 2 (errors) or 3 (severe errors) and specifies the severity of
the messages that cause an email to be sent. The default value is 2.

Example:

MAIL_SEVERITY=3

MAIL_WRITER

The MAIL_WRITER parameter specifies the name of the z/OS task address space that emails are
forwarded to. The default is TCPTAUMT.

Example:

MAIL_WRITER=SMTP

TSO Characteristic Parameters

TSOE_CLEANUP

This parameter applies to a scheduler address space started with TSOE_SCHEDULER=1 only.
TSOE_CLEANUP has a value of either 0 (no clean-up) or 1. If 1 is specified, the scheduler address space
will automatically stop all user server address spaces during shutdown of scheduler address space,
provided TSOE_JOBSEARCH specifies the naming pattern of the user server address spaces to be
stopped.

Be aware that the scheduler address space only tries once to stop a user server; if that stop command fails
for any reason, the user server address space will be orphaned. In addition, at scheduler termination,
clean-up is done in the user administration control structures, so subsequent modify commands to the
holder address space to stop the orphaned user server will fail.

It is not recommended to set TSOE_CLEANUP to 1, especially when there is no unique naming pattern to
user server address spaces. Use the shutdown commands of the holder task instead to avoid orphaned
address spaces. This parameter is supported for compatibility reasons only and will be removed in a future
release.

Example:

TSOE_CLEANUP=0
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TSOE_DELAY_SUBMIT

This parameter applies to a scheduler address space started with TSOE_SCHEDULER=1 only. It specifies
the time in milliseconds until a scheduler address space checks if a just started user server is ready to
accept commands. The default value is 1000 milliseconds, i.e. 1s. TSOE_DELAY_SUBMIT is specified as
a positive integer greater than or equal to 1000.

This check is repeated ten times before an error message is issued:

SLR0131E  hh:mm:ss.ttt User-Server did not signal READY after a wait period 
of 10 X [002] milliseconds. Command was not routed to 
         the user server.  
                       Please wait a moment and retry 

If address space creation on a system routinely takes longer than ten seconds, TSOE_DELAY_SUBMIT
should be increased.

Example:

TSOE_DELAY_SUBMIT=2000

TSOE_DSP_TOKEN

TSOE_DSP_TOKEN specifies the token name that the associated holder address space used to establish
the data space with the user administration control structures. The name can be up to 16 characters in
length. This parameter is mandatory.

Example:

TSOE_DSP_TOKEN=TAURSERV

TSOE_FIRST_PORT and TSOE_LAST_PORT

These parameters apply to a scheduler address space started with TSOE_SCHEDULER=1 only. They
define the port range that the scheduler address space "owns" and assigns to a user server address space
when the user server is started for IP communication. The specified ports must be within the range defined
by the holder address space configuration parameters DSP_PORT_LOW and DSP_PORT_HIGH.

The port range (TSOE_LAST_PORT - TSOE_FIRST_PORT) specifies the maximum number of user
server address spaces that can run in parallel.

Example:

TSO_FIRST_PORT=1112 
TSO_LAST_PORT=1150

TSOE_J3_PREFIX

This parameter applies to a scheduler address space started with TSOE_SCHEDULER=1 and to JES3
only.

Example:

TSO_J3_PREFIX=pp

results in

ppF J=XXXXX'.

TSOE_JOBPREFIX

This parameter applies to a scheduler address space started with TSOE_SCHEDULER=1 only.
TSOE_JOBPREFIX is one character used as a prefix to build the name of the user server address space.
This character prefixes the regular TSO user ID.

Example:

TSOE_JOBPREFIX=W
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results in a user server being named WTSOUID (when TSOUID is the TSO user ID of the client).

TSOE_JOBSEARCH

This parameter applies to a scheduler address space started with TSOE_SCHEDULER=1 only. Parameter
TSOE_CLEANUP must be set to 1, which is not recommended.

TSOE_JOBSEARCH is a maximum of five characters that are used to define a search criterion for clean-
up during shutdown. During clean-up, all address spaces are checked for a match to the job name
TSOE_JOBPREFIX concatenated with TSOE_JOBSEARCH. This character string is interpreted as prefix
for a user server address space name. Wildcard characters ‘?’ and ‘*’ are allowed.

Example:

TSOE_JOBSEARCH=TSO 
TSOE_JOBPREFIX=W

This combination causes all address spaces with with a job name starting with WTSO to be stopped, e.g.
WTSOxxx, WTSOyyy.

Caution: Be careful when specifying this name mask to ensure that only the appropriate address
spaces are stopped. This is especially true when using wildcards.

It is not recommended to use this parameter. To guarantee an orderly shutdown, use the shutdown
commands for the holder address space instead. User servers will then be automatically terminated. This
parameter is supported for compatibility reasons only.

TSOE_MAXUSRV

This parameter applies to a scheduler address space started with TSOE_SCHEDULER=1only. It specifies
the maximum number of user server address spaces that can be started for one TSO user / client. The
value is a positive integer. The default is 1.

Example:

TSOE_MAXUSRV=5

TSOE_MSGCLASS

This parameter applies to a scheduler address space started with TSOE_SCHEDULER=1 only. It specifies
the JESx message class used for the job log DD statements that dynamically created. The default
message class is Z.

Example:

TSOE_MSGCLASS=K

TSOE_NOTIFY

This parameter applies to a scheduler address space started with TSOE_SCHEDULER=1 and
TSOE_U_POLICY=1 only. It defines whether a notify statement is generated in the start command for the
STC user server or not. Valid values are Y and N; Programmatic default is Y, configuration default is N, i.e.
no notification gets generated.

Example:

TSOE_NOTIFY=N

TSOE_SJOB_NAME

This parameter applies to a scheduler address space started with TSOE_SCHEDULER=1 only. It specifies
the name of the user server start procedure used in a z/OS start command. The proclib concatenation
must contain a member with this name in order to start user server address spaces.

Example:

TSOE_SJOB_NAME=IVPUSRT
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TSOE_SCHEDULER

The TSOE_SCHEDULER parameter can have the values 0 (the address space is not a scheduler), 1 (the
address space is a scheduler that can administer user data) or 2 (the address space is a scheduler that
cannot administer user data) and specifies an address space's characteristics.

The default value is 0 (the address space is not a scheduler, i.e. it is a user server).

With TSOE_SCHEDULER=2, the scheduler cannot process the following commands sent from a client:
GETPORT, LOGON, LOGOFF, ADDUSRV, RESTART, VERIFY, USRENQ, USRDEQ and  CHGPSWD.

A TSOE_SCHEDULER=1 address space can be used to create and manage user server address spaces
for execution of background applications and route incoming client requests to a  user server address
space.

TSOE_U_POLICY

This parameter applies to a scheduler address space started with TSOE_SCHEDULER=1 only. It defines
the policy used to start user servers. Valid values are 1 and 8. A value of 1 (which is the programmatic
default) means that any user server started by this scheduler is a started task. A value of 8 (which is the
delivered default for the CEA scheduler CEASCHED) mean that any user server is a CEA launched TSO
user address space.

CEA specific parameters
The usage of CEA launched TSO address spaces requires a fully configured system address space CEA
running in full function mode, with all definitions required by IBM activated. Examples for the necessary
definitions can be found in SYS1.SAMPLIB.

The parameters described in this chapter are valid only for a scheduler address space started with
TSOE_SCHEDULER=1 and TSOE_U_POLICY=8.

CEA_LOGONPROC

This parameter specifies the name of the TSO/E logon procedure used to start a CEA-launched TSO
address space. This procedure must be defined to general resource class TSOPROC and potential TSO
users must have access to it. If more than one CEA scheduler is run on a given system, every CEA
scheduler needs its own logon procedure, because the IPCONFIG DD statement contained in this
procedure will be different for every scheduler.

The logon procedure should be tested like any TSO logon procedure before using it. When it is used
outside of z/Server, the initial REXX exec CEALOGON will not have run, resulting in no ISPF profile, and
the TSO user is thrown out to the TSO READY prompt. Use the following command to allocate the ISPF
profile (with the correct naming conventions for the installation):

alloc dd(ISPPROF) dsn(userid.ISPF.ISPPROF)

Then call ISPF. If the logon procedure is correct, the ISPF primary option menue will be shown. Otherwise
correct any errors.

This is a mandatory parameter for CEA scheduler address spaces. The configured default is CEAPROC.

Example:

CEA_LOGONPROC=CEAPROC

CEA_ACCOUNT

This paramter defines the name of the account to be used by all users of this scheduler. The account must
be defined in general resource class TSOACCT, and all potential TSO users must have access to it.

The configured default is ACCT#.

Example:

CEA_ACCOUNT=ACCT#
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CEA_REGION

This parameter determines the region size used to start the CEA launched TSO user address space. Any
specification provided in the JCL statement will be overwritten by this parameter. The programmatic default
is 2000000, i.e. a 2GB address space. The value is specified in 1024 byte units, just like it would be
specified on a 3270 TSO logon screen.

Example:

CEA_REGION=1000000

CEA_CHARSET

CEA_CHARSET specifies the character set used for the caller's CEA-launched TSO address space. This
value is used by the applications running in the TSO/E address space to convert messages and responses
from UTF-8 to EBCDIC. The programmatic default is 697.

Example:

CEA_CHARSET=698

CEA_CODEPAGE

CEA_CODEPAGE specifies the codepage used for the caller's CEA-launched TSO address space.

This value is used by applications running in the TSO/E address space to convert messages and
responses from UTF-8 to EBCDIC. The programmatic default is 37.

Example:

CEA_CODEPAGE=1141

CEA_SCR_ROWS, CEA_SCR_COLS

The parameters CEA_SCR_ROWS and CEA_SCR_COLS describe the screen characteristics for the ISPF
session. The programmatic default is 24x80. Other valid combinations supported by ISPF are: 32x80,
43x80, 27x132 and 62x160. These screen sizes are usually set in a 3270 emulation and queried by VTAM
at the start of a 3270 TSO session.

The values specified here are used if the Eclipse client did not specify other screen sizes in the
preferences section, which would then be used during the start of a CEA launched TSO user address
space:

CEA_SCR_ROWS=62 
CEA_SCR_COLS=160

CEA_INIT_CMD

CEA_INIT_CMD specifies the REXX exec used for a CEA initial request or split screen request. A CEA
initial request should be the first application requested by a client after a CEA-launched TSO user address
space is started.

The delivered default is ZCEAICMD.

Example:

CEA_INIT_CMD=ZCEAIREX

Recommended configuration parameter settings
Parameter Scheduler User Server

BUFFERSIZE 10 10

BUFFERUNIT M M

DIALOG_TIMEOUT 45 3600
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Parameter Scheduler User Server

DMPONAPI 0 0

IPTRACE 0 0

MAIL_NOTIFY 1 0

MAIL_SEVERITY 2 2

MULTI_REXX 1 2

NOFTASK WM WM (STC)

M (CEA)

NUMTCB 5 1

PORTCHECK 1 0

ROUTE_ONLY not relevant 1

TSOE_SCHEDULER 1 0

TSOE_MAXUSRV As needed (STC)

10 (CEA; IBM imposed limit)

Not relevant

SERVICE_WAIT 3600 (STC)

960 (CEA)

3600

For TSOE_DELAY_SUBMIT in a CEA-launched TSO user address space, measure the time it takes to
initialize the address space and set the value to half the measured time. Initialization time depends upon
the number of datasets to be allocated and the complexity of all initial REXX execs run.

Example: If the logon procedure requires 10s for initialization, set TSOE_DELAY_SUBMIT=5000.

Migration information
Customers upgrading from z/Server V2R2M00 to z/Server V2R2M01 have to make changes to their
configuration and user server procedure (IVPUSRT).

Migrating configuration settings
When upgrading from z/Server V2R2M00 to z/Server V2R2M01 you need to make the following changes to
your configuration settings:

• DSP_SIZE in the holder task must be increased (at least to 20). Use message HLD0069I (found in
holder MAINTASK) as guidance.

• In the IVPACEE configuration member for the first step for STC user servers the data space token must
be specified (default: TSOE_DSP_TOKEN=TAURSERV). It must be identical to DSP_TOKEN in the
configuration member of the associated holder address space.

• The parameter SVC_NO previously specified in the configuration members IVPISPFJ, IVPACEE and
IVPUSR is not needed any more and should be removed.

• If the technology preview functionality CEA user server is to be used, the license key in the
configuration member of the z/Server scheduler task (IVPISPFJ) and user server (IVPUSR) have to be
changed. The new licence key can be found in the corresponding configuration members of the shipped
z/Server installation for V2R2M01.

Migrating the user server procedure (IVPUSRT)
When upgrading from z/Server V2R2M00 to z/Server V2R2M01 you need to make the following changes to
your user server procedure (IVPUSRT):
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• The parameter PARM='&USERID,&PSWD' in the first step named TAURSJOB is not needed any more
and should be removed.

• The parameter &PORT inside the PARM parameter in the second step named IVPISPF must not be
specified any more and should be removed.

• A COND=(4,LT) clause should be added to step IVPISPF.

Member IVPUSRT in the JCL dataset of the shipped z/Server installation for V2R2M01 can be used as
reference.

Optional: Adaptations to the IBM Rational Developer for
System z RSED installation

Customers who install the Micro Focus AWM feature into an IBM Rational Developer for System z (RDz)
client have a technology choice between the previously described z/Server and IBM Rational Developer for
System z RSED. The RSE daemon (RSED) is shipped with an RDz installation.

If RSED is used as server technology, the following changes have to be made to the RSED configuration.

ISPF Client Gateway
Allocate the REXX dataset delivered with z/Server V2R2M01 to the ISPF Client Gateway using DDNAME
SYSEXEC or SYSPROC.

Allocate the SKELS dataset delivered with z/Server V2R2M01 to the ISPF Client Gateway using DDNAME
ISPSLIB.

Detailed information on how to configure the ISPF.conf file can be found in the RDz Host Configuration
Guide.

If new datasets are added to ISPF.conf, make sure that all users of the ISPF Client Gateway (RDz users)
have at least READ access to the datasets allocated by the client gateway.

 

ISPF.conf is a USS file, e.g.:
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Master configuration
To work with AWM applications, a master configuration file must exist.

REXX procedure TAULAPPL must be customized to contain the dataset name of the master configuration
dataset. The default name is hlq.SYSTEM.CONFIG.

The REXX TAULAPPL can be found on the installation EXEC library.

Please change the following line in TAULAPPL according to the high level qualifier used for the installation:

sysdsn= 'hlq.SYSTEM.CONFIG'                 /* master config file */

A sample master configuration dataset has been delivered as hlq.ZSERVER.MASTER. The contents of
this master configuration dataset contain a sample application “PDS Explorer”:

********************************************************************  
*                                                                     
* TAURUS System and Application Definition                            
*                                                                     
* Do not change the key words:                                        
*    System:                                                          
*    Appl:                                                            
*    Conf:                                                            
*    Version:                                                         
*    INFO:                                                            
*                                                                     
* Change Activity:                                                    
*   date    name    comment                                           
*                                                                     
********************************************************************  
*                                                                     
* TAURUS SYSTEM                                                       
*                                                                     
* Enter a unique logical name for this mainframe system              
*                                                                     
System: TAURUS_Custom_System                                          
*                                                                     
* TAURUS PDS EXPLORER EXAMPLE APPLICATION        
*                                                                     
User:                                                                 
* application name                                                    
Appl: PDS Explorer                                                    
* location of the application configuration file                      
Conf: mvs:'hlq.TAURUS.XML(PDSECONF)'                                 
* application version number                                          
Version: 1.4                                                          
* process information                                                 
INFO:                                                                 
* end of application definition. do not delete this line              
EndAppl:                                                              
EndUser:                                                             

 

Please customize the reference to the PDS Exlorer XML application model and enter a unique system
name (e.g. your logical LPAR name).

An AWM user needs READ access to the master configuration file and to all XML files referenced; the
AWM administrator needs UPDATE access.
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Host installation verification

Access to the Master Configuration File

No AWM client installation is needed to verify the AWM host installation.

Call the REXX procedure TAULAPPL from the ISPF command menu:

TSO EX ‘hlq.TAURUS.EXEC(TAULAPPL)

Or, if the TAURUS REXX library is allocated to SYSPROC or SYSEXEC

TSO TAULAPPL

The terminal output looks like this:

TAU System: TAURUS_Custom_System 
TAU Appl: PDS Explorer                       
TAU Conf: mvs: 'hlq.TAURUS.XML(PDSECONF)' 
TAU Version: 1.4                             
TAU INFO:   
TAU RC: 0        

Verify ISPF Client Gateway

Start RDz and navigate to the “Remote projects perspective”.

Select Launch TSO in the context menu for the “TSO command” entry:

The RDz TSO command window opens.

Enter TAUTODBG and press Enter. The following message can be seen:
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Message “RC=20 invalid command” means that the REXX procedure TAUTODBG was not found. In this
case verify that the AWM REXX procedures are allocated through the ISPF Client Gateway using the
SYSPROC or SYSEXEC DDNAME.   
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